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The Eastern Progress, 1985 
Affairs group 
to consider 
co-ed dorms 
Check mate 
Greg Justice, left of Pikeville. and Debbie Willard, of Gravel 
Switch, spent part of a recent afternoon in a cool, shaded area 
Progress photo/Rob Carr 
of t'he R'aVine earlier this week for a game of chess. Both Justice 
and Willard are junior computer science ma|ors. 
Board to hear hall violators 
By Amy Wolfford 
News editor 
Students who break residence hall 
rules will soon be tried by their 
peers, as most university dorms 
have begun to re-institute judicial 
boards. 
"Judicial boards have been 
around in name, but they haven'.t 
functioned much." said .1. Howard 
Allen. dean of Student 
Development. 
Allen said judicial boards in the 
past did not work well because 
"they were not given enough 
authority" to enforce university 
regulations. 
"The boards of the past were not 
successful because members had no 
authority to render sanctions above 
quiet hours and alcohol." said Paul 
Webster, administrator/counselor of 
Dupree Hall. 
The boards now hear cases 
involving students who violate any 
regulations of the university 
handbook, except for those cases 
which may involve suspension from 
the university. 
Those cases will still go before the 
dean of Student Development. 
A judicial board consists of five 
residence hall tenants and two 
alternates. 
Guidelines state judicial board 
members must have a 2.25 GPA 
and not be on social or academic 
probation. 
The guidelines also sta te that the 
hall     council     vice     president 
automatically receives a seat and no 
more than two resident assistants 
may serve on one hall's board, said 
Webster. 
One judicial board began hearing 
cases early in the year. 
Dupree Hall selected a judicial 
board which began hearings last 
spring. 
The Dupree judicial board was 
re-initiated because there was still 
discussion about judicial boards left 
over from two ye&rs ago, the last 
time a board heard a case in Dupree. 
said Webster. 
The board began "mainly because 
students expressed interest in hav- 
ing a say-so or voice in how 
disciplinary decisions are made here 
in Dupree  Mall." said Steve  Par- 
sons. Dupree Hall council president. 
"This summer, a committee^on   , 
judicial boards took the guidelines 
we set and, with a few changes, im- 
plemented  them for campus-wide 
•iso."said Parsons. 
Commonwealth, Mattox, 
O'Donnell, Martin. Combs, Miller- 
Beckham-McCreary and Case halls 
will all have active judicial boards 
this semester, said Allen. 
"These are the halls with the most 
activity. Over the years, more viola- 
tions were reported in these dorms," 
he said. 
Allen   anticipates    all    other 
residence  halls  will  have judicial 
boards in the future. 
The   job   of  dean   of   Student 
(See BOARD. Page 17| 
Placement office loses funds 
By Bob Herrori 
Staff writer 
Students may find the offices of 
Career. Development and 
Placement not as accessible as they 
were in the past. 
According to Art Harvey, acting 
director of CD&P. there will only be 
a staff of two to handle the nine 
colleges in the university. In the 
past, three people staffed the 
offices. 
"In the past, each of us has been 
responsible for three colleges, but 
now Laura Melius and I will have to 
pick up the three colleges left by Mr. 
Zimmerman." said Harvey. Melius 
is the acting assistant director. 
Kurt Zimmerman, former director 
of CD&P. left the university to 
direct the Career Development and 
Placement office at the University 
of Toledo. 
Because of staff reductions. 
Harvey will continue working with 
the colleges of Education, Health. 
Petitions ready 
starting Monday 
By Jay Carey 
Managing editor 
With Student Senate elections 
less than three weeks away, it's not 
too early lor potential candidates to 
begin planning, according to Jon 
Marshall, elections chairman. 
He said there are 70 seats 
allocated to the university's nine 
colleges, with most seats awarded to 
those students with undeclared 
majors. 
Kor each I T>0 students in a 
particular college, the college 
receives one seal in senate. 
Petitions for candidacy will be 
available in the senate office 
beginning al H a.m., Monday, and 
must be turned in by noon 
Thursday. Marshall said. 
He said  each  petition  must be 
'   '..     ■   least   ""  f"'  
students    in    the    prospective' 
senator's college. 
Candidates must also attend an 
hour-long workshop on campaign 
rules and*regulations, he said. The 
workshop will l>e Sept. 16. from 6 to 
7 p.m. 
Elections will be held from 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. in the Kennamer Room of 
the Powell liuilding. Marshall said. 
There will IK- two receptions for 
candidates. 
V 
The first will !>e for all candidates 
and will be in the Poweli Building's 
ilcrndon Lounge immediately 
following the elections. 
Marshall said there will be a 
reception for the newly elected 
senators from K p.m. to 12 a.m. on 
Sept. 25 at the Mulebarn. 
In an appeal to the student 
population. Marshall said he would 
like to stress the impofVunce of each 
student s vote. 
"In past years, voter turnout has 
ranged from 2.000-.%000. Presently, 
about 11.500 students are enrolled 
full-time at Kaslern and a turnout 
of only two or three thousand is 
around 20 percent." 
He said the 70 seals are allocated 
as follows: College of Arts and 
Humanities, two; College of Applied 
.AH* and i technology i<>. i oflegeol 
Allied Health and Nursing, eight: 
College of Business. 13: College of 
Education*, five. 
Also, College of Health. Physical 
Education. Recreation and 
Athletics, two: College of Social and 
liehavorial Sciences, five: College of 
Natural and Mathematical Sciences, 
six: College of Law Enforcement, 
four and students with undeclared 
majors. 15. 
Physical Education, Recreation and . 
Athletics and Arts and Humanities. 
He will pick up Applied Arts and 
Technology and students majoring 
in history and psychology. 
Melius will continue working with 
Allied Health and Nursing and Law 
Enforcement. She will pick up 
Business, Natural and 
Mathematical Sciences, and 
students majoring in government, 
sociology and social work. 
"Just in terms of working with 
numbers of students, faculty, staff, 
alumni and employers that are 
interested in those students, it is 
obvious that it will take a lot more 
time to work with those additional 
areas of responsibility," said 
Harvey. 
According to Harvey, his office 
will not be totally inaccessible, but 
students wanting to visit CD&P on 
an individual basis would have to 
schedule an appointment far in 
advance. 
Although other changes in service 
have yet to be decided. Harvey said 
he is working on a memo which 
would recommend areas in which 
changes need to be made. 
According to Harvey, many of the 
changes would take place in how the 
office handles routine business. 
"We are looking very closely, as 
an internal Operation, to see if there 
are ways we can handle some of the 
routine things without having to 
make an appointment to do it." he 
said. 
One of the operations that he is 
examining deals with mock 
interviews. Harvey said mock 
interviews were very well received 
N students, but it takes up to 
one hour's time per student. 
Another is the Guidance 
Information System. According to 
Harvey, this is a type of career 
search on a computer terminal. "It 
has been a value in the past, but it 
is time- consuming." 
CD&P has also tried to specialize 
in their seminars:' and target them 
to certain groups of students. "This 
is one of the things that is going to 
be sacrificed to a point," he said. 
"We are going to do our best to 
provide productive seminars, but we 
are not going to be able to provide 
as many specialized seminars for a 
particular area as we have done in 
the past." 
Although his office would rather 
do immediate jofc referrals, Harvey 
said a smaller staff will only be able 
to do immediate job referrals when 
the deadline is very soon. Otherwise, 
the opening will be in the placement 
bulletin. 
Evening hours will no longef be 
possible because of the reduced 
staff, said Harvey. But the office 
will continue to stay open during the 
noon hour. Harvey said. 
According to Melius. these 
reductions in service are necessary. 
"We see the handwriting on the 
wall that we just aren't going to be 
able to handle everything." she said. 
"Our main concern is that we still 
want to provide a quality service to 
the graduates and be there to 
provide the information, but it is 
going to be difficult." 
According to Melius. CD&P will 
also be implementing a new 
computer system that will have the 
capacity of job matching. 
"A student can come in and 
request a list of jobs for a particular 
field and get a list of names and 
addresses." said Melius. 
This works the same way with 
employers also. They can call the 
office and request students with a 
particular interest area or major, 
she said. 
"We are not folding up our tent 
by any means." said Harvey. "We 
haw bad a very, very agressive and 
very productive Career 
Development and Placement office 
here at Eastern, and we are going to 
do all we can to continue that." 
Harvey said he didn't want 
students to hesitate about coming 
over, but in some cases students 
would have to bear with them. 
"We are going to be making every 
effort to provide the best possible 
service to students, but we are 
looking for ways to provide these 
services with less staff." he said. 
By Amy Wolfford 
News editor 
The Council of Student Affairs 
will vote next Thursday on the 
Residence Hall Association's pro- 
posal for co-educational housing. 
The proposal, passed by 1(11 A in 
April, asks that co-ed housing In- 
established at the university by the 
fall of 1986. 
"Co-ed housing consists of males 
and females living in the same 
environment, working together in 
various aspects of educational and 
social growth.'' said Kelly 
Hargadon. a senior chemistry major 
and author of the RHA proposal. 
At this time, the university is the 
only slate-supported four-year 
school without co-educational hous- 
ing available for students. 
Co-educational housing at other 
state universities consists of a- 
variety of alternating setups. 
The University of Louisville 
recently began an experimental 
floor, consisting of alternating male 
and female rooms. Four coed dorms 
at U of L have either alternating 
floors or sectors. 
Co-educational housing is 
available for the first time this 
semester for students of Morehead 
State University and Western 
Kentucky University. 
At Morehead. male and female 
tenants live on alternating floors of 
two dorms. Western females may 
live in the lower half of the one co- 
ed dorm, while males live in the up- 
per half. 
The six residence halls at the 
University of Kentucky, one al 
Murray Stale University and one at 
Kentucky State University offer 
alternating floors for male and 
female residents. 
At        Northern Kentucky 
University, males and females live 
in separate wings of the dorms. 
In order for co-educational 
housing to be established at the 
university, the proposal must follow 
a specified path. 
The proposal passed RHA. the 
representive body for residence hall 
tenants, and now advances to the 
CSA.  the body that oversees all 
Periscope 
University students pined 
experience over the sum- 
mer through co-op. See 
Features editor Terri Mar- 
tin's story on Page 5. 
areas of student rights and 
responsibilities. 
The 15 members of the council 
come from various sludenl and 
administrative positions within the 
university. 
The proposal, if passed by the 
CSA. will Ihen advance for the 
approval of the president and the 
Board of Regents. 
"I think it is the best thing we can 
come up with at the time, given our 
facilities and the conservative 
nature of the university 
administration." said Hargadon. 
A survey conducted by RHA of 
10 percent of the people living in 
residence halls last year reported 
that H9 percent of these students are 
in favor of a co-educational living 
environment. 
The recommendation states the 
benefits of co-ed housing are increas- 
ed enrollment, decreased vandalism, 
fewer disciplinary problems and 
educational opportunities. 
The proposal says. "Martin Hall 
is the best choice at the current 
lime" because the "wings are 
suitable for the division between 
men and women, it has proper 
bathroom facilities and it has serv- 
ed as a co-educational dorm in the 
past." 
Martin Hall split its wings into 
male and female sectors for a short 
time in the 1970s. 
"Martin was a male residence hall 
then and we took a wing for the high 
influx of women coming in at that 
time." said Jeannette Crockett, 
dean of Student Life. 
Other halls suggested by RHA as 
good co-educational . choices are 
Telford. Clay. Mattox. Miller- 
Beckham-McCreary and Palmer. 
The residency requirements set 
by It HA in the proposal are that 
students must be above freshmen 
status, have at least a 2.0 GPA and 
must not have any undated 
suspension disciplinary sanctions. 
Undated suspension is when a 
student is suspended from the 
university, but still has the privilege 
of attending class and social 
activities. 
(See CO-ED. Page 17) 
Features. 
Organizations. 
Arts. 
Sports 
People poll. 
Police beat. 
LaZV Labor Day Progress photo/Rob Carr 
Larry Johnson and his daughter. Tern Lynn, relaxed in the Ravine 
Labor Day while his wife, Faye. was getting books from the John 
Grant Crabbe Library. Johnson said they use the university's 
library because Richmond does not have one. The Johnson's 
reside in White Mall. 
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Drug testing 
strike against 
player's rights 
;   If one listens to the reports drug tests puts the university in 
from  the  National  Collegiate a  precarious   position   which 
Athletic Association^ special seems    to    go    against    a 
drug-policy   committee,   drug fundamental   principle   this 
testing for collegiate athletes country was built on: the belief 
will not be a topic  for open of  an   individual's   innocence 
debate in the future. It will be a until he is proven guilty, 
fact of life. The key word is proof. 
Due to the pressures put on In the case of drug testing, it 
colleges throughout America by is the athlete who must prove 
the NCAA, athletic drug testing that he is  innocent  of using 
has   been   implemented   by drugs. 
several schools nationwide The administration  ^^es 
. The special NCAA committee ^ „ ^ athJeU; refuseg ^ ^ 
has proposed legislation making       lhe ^ for reagon he mugt 
drug testing mandatory at all       have ^e^n   to hide 
;NCAA   championship  events A yaM ent cou|d to 
;and postseason football games mflde .   favQr of ^^   athJeteg 
IhC   J!*KSnal9 i       for       U8i"8       performance- 
submitted to the NCAA Councd enhancing drugs, simply 
meeting in October, and the full becauge th« use of«uch ^ £ 
NCAA   membership  will  then       cheating 
vote on the legislation at its Perform anceenhan ring drugs 
January convention g^ one   team  or   athlete an 
If passed by the full NCAA |dvantage over another. They 
membership the testing will be       m jugt ag dangerous as the 
Tf,Q1L
t°ry    ginningm dru«8    the    "thletes    will 
._. .   i apparently be tested for. 
According   to   an   article   m The  NCAA  ghou,d  conduct 
Sports Illustrated about half of d f f 
tfie Division I-A schools will test      perforrna^ce.enhancing   drugs 
players for drugs this season        fm a number rf reagong 
primarily   for   marijuana   and 11 would be a great detriment 
Cocaine. to   each   uniVersity's   athletic 
department   to  pay   for   these 
Earlier    this    month,    the       drug tests, 
athletic department's coaches The  NCAA  could  be  more 
passed a proposal to the athletic impartial in determining the 
committee that would initiate teams to be tested, as opposed 
random drug testing to having the coaches randomly 
throughout the university choosing which players would be 
athletic community. tested. 
According to the university's Instead of trying to appease 
proposed testing procedures, the NCAA, by testing for 
marijuana and amphetamines marijuana and other street 
are the targets of the tests. drugs, perhaps colleges should 
This drug testing is an should work with the NCAA in 
infringement on the privacy of keeping the game competitive 
each individual athlete. by testing for steroids and other 
Subjecting  the  athletes   to       performance enhancing drugs. 
No excuse for 
illegal parking 
: The clerks in the office of stickers, they knew what could 
Siblic  safety  in  the  Brewer be in store for them, 
uilding are probably warned F°r those unfamiliar with the 
.every fall: "Beware of freshmen university,  the guidelines for 
wielding tickets." Should the parking   on    the     "campus 
owner of a towed car show up at beautiful" can be summed up in 
the  pay   window,   "extreme a few sentences: Never park a 
caution should be exercised." car against a yellow or red curb- 
Freshmen    and    transfer Never  enter  «  parking  lot 
Students could be seen last week without   first   reading   the 
3iC lines   eight-deep   to  pay parking information sign at the 
parking tickets or retrieve cars entrance to the lot. Simply put. 
and pay towing fees. Many of never park  a car in a space 
tfie students were angry. One unless you know exactly what 
wanted to know Where all the zone y°u.are '"• and if it is legal 
•ticket money was going. to park in that zone. 
Each had a story to tell. "I For those who feel the campus 
was only going to load my car to police are unfair in  ticketing 
go   home."   "I   ran   into  the practices,  take a look around 
Wallace    builing    for    two campus on Friday afternoon or 
minute's.•'  and  "I   thought   1 Sunday night, 
could park there" is a sampling Everywhere on campus there 
of the conversation among most are    students    loading    or 
of those in line. unloading  their  cars  against 
!  The rest were quite a bit older. yellow or red curbs. Tickets are 
Jieveral looked like university rarely   found  on   these  cars, 
employees.  They  just  stood Usually, a patrolman will ignore 
their     quietly     while    the the illegally-parked car. 
youngsters rattled off about a In 'act, the real criminals may 
rts-off. he considered by some to be the 
I -Perhaps those keeping quiet patrolman  who overlooks the 
Mbut  their  tickets  knew  the illegally-parked car.   Should a 
Reason they were standing in f,re  truck   or  ambulance   be 
line: they had broken the law. needed, an illegally parked car 
•  The ones in line that looked blocking its way could mean the 
like mothers and fathers instead difference   between   life   and 
of sons and daughters knew the death. 
chances they took when they Ticketing the car won't move 
wheeled their cars against the il\ but it may encourage the 
yellow or red curbs. driver   to   think   twice  about 
When    they   entered   the parking  illegally   again.   Five 
restricted lot. marked with a dollars is a cheap price to pay for 
colored sign that did not match learning   such   an   important 
the   color   of   their   bumper lesson. 
Rock music blamed for deaths 
On network television this past 
' weekend. 1 saw a short piece on the 
Night Stalker, the suspected mass 
murderer who terrorized California 
for seven months, killing 16 and 
attacking some 21 others. 
The prime suspect (henceforth 
referred to as the Stalker) 
j remarkably resembled the police 
artist's rendering, and was 
apprehended in a l.os Angeles 
community. 
According to a network newscast, 
the murders were possibly linked to 
devil worship and demonic- 
possession. 
Pentagrams and other symbols of 
the occult were reportedly found at 
many of the murder scenes. 
Up to this point. I thought the 
story was fair and informative. But 
then it look a turn for the worst. 
During one attack, the Stalker 
apparently wore a cap emblazoned 
with an At'/DC emblem on it. 
AC'/l)C. the report emphasized. 
was a rock group with ties to the 
occult.' 
Rimintive 
ramblings 
Jay Carey 
Suddenly the cover of one of their 
albums. Highway to Hell, filled my 
slightly pm k i mi I'd color television. 
I knew what was coming next, or 
so I thought. 
AC/DC. and rock music in 
general, was responsible for 
corrupting the mind of the Stalker. 
I correctly surmised. Hut the next 
scene surprised me. 
A long-playing album spun 
around on a cheap turntable and a 
flimsy cartridge was lowered to the 
vinyl surface. 
The "news story" began pulling 
excerpts from a song on the album, 
"Night Prowler," as the band cut 
loose. 
This song greatly influenced this 
man. caused him to go nuts and 
attack all these people, the report 
seemed to be telling me. 
The tone of the story was that, 
because he listened to AC/DC. the 
Stalker became interested in the 
occult, devil worship and mass 
murders. 
Rubbish 
I 'm not sa; 
present the ima; 
the occult, but 
actually have t 
such a disturl: 
certainly 
Lthe group doesn't 
f closeness with 
!ld their music 
lie power to create 
individual'.' 
hope not. My 
roommate has about five or six 
AC/DC tapes in his collection. And 
I m certainly not worried about hint 
killing me in the middle of the night. 
I think it was blown out of- 
proportion. 
Al the Stalker did dabble in the 
occult, did rock music lead him 
astray'.' 
I think not. 
From what I 've heard, to get into 
the world of the underworld, there 
must be some sort of underlying 
interest. 
If demons instructed him to 
commit the murders, or were a 
factor in the motive of the killings, 
il had to be AC/DC that sparked 
lhal interest. Right? 
It's easier for me to believe that 
this killer, if he's into the occult, 
took a liking to AC/DC because of 
Iheir imagery, after he became 
interested in black magic. 
Not the other way around, as the 
network reporl suggested. 
Because of their imagery. I can 
see some nilwil television reporter 
(reporter, not journalist) influencing 
the news with their own opinion of 
AC/DC, rock music and the occult.* 
I like quite a few of the group's 
songs, but I don't forsee any 
headlines proclaiming. "College 
journalist hears tunes, kills co- 
workers." 
Campus should heed warning 
_.For those who haven't been 
following the story at Morehead. 
read it and weep. 
I'ess than two years ago, 
Morehead 'k Board of Regents 
conducted a national search for a 
president to replace Morris Norfleet 
whose administration had been 
surrounded by controversy and 
suspicion. 
The search ended when Herb 
Reinhard was selected and given 
what has been referred to as ''a 
mandate to clear out the dead 
wood" of the politically arranged 
Morehead University 
Administration. 
Wishing to count on more than 
just another year's employment, 
which is the normal period of time 
for which the president's contract is 
extended. Reinhard asked the 
regents to extend his contract for 
two years as a show of support for 
his efforts - a reasonable request 
from any career-minded president. 
The regents responded by 
delaying the decision until their 
August meeting and then, in their 
August meeting, by not voting at 
all. 
In short, they gave him a job to 
do. he did it. and now the regents' 
support is nowhere to be found. 
By not extending Reinhard's 
contract as he had requested, the 
regents re-emphasized the idea that 
making administrative changes 
which upset the political balance of 
a university is tantamount to 
shortening, if not ending, one's 
career at Kentucky '• regional 
universities. 
Students at this university should 
be concerned. Our university is in 
much the same condition Morehead 
was before the changes. President 
Hanly Funderburk has arrived at a 
university which needs action. 
After his controversial tenure at 
Auburn, human nature would 
suggest that Funderburk would 
have come to the university feeling 
he must make changes slowly to 
avoid controversy. 
This seems to be exactly what has 
happened as eight months on the 
job have produced no major 
administrative changes at the 
university. 
Now, as Funderburk casts a wary 
eye toward the developments at 
Morehead. he will be even less likely 
to make changes which this univer- 
sity sorely needs to begin moving 
forward again. 
What this boils down to is the 
people in Kentucky cannot trust 
their regents to make educationally 
sound decisions in the 
administration of its universities. 
Nor should they. Effective 
democracy requires the scrutiny, in- 
put and action of affected 
constituents. 
When matters are simply left to 
an unsupervised group of 
representatives who may or may 
not act as they should, the situation 
at Morehead clearly demonstrates 
the result. 
Before Funderburk will begin 
taking action to get the university 
rolling again he will need accurate 
information regarding the current 
status   of   his   university   and 
( 
recognizable    support    of    his 
university community. 
The now-vocal factions at 
Morehead may have waited until 
loo late to come forward. The result 
may be that they will lose Reinhard. 
That is why the facts at th's 
university must be brought before 
the president and the public. 
Through the press, through the 
studenls and faculty senates, and 
through the student and faculty 
regents, there exists the means. 
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To the editor: 
Thanks BSU 
We thank all resident members 
who participated in the successful 
Potluclc Dinner held at the Baptist 
Student Union center. As well we 
want to thank Rev. Curtis of the 
BSU for letting us use the facilities. 
We would also like to thank Dr. 
Singleton, faculty sponsor of the 
Brockton Residents Association. 
Brockton Residents Association 
welcomes all continuing and new 
students residing in Brockton. As 
for those who are new as residents, 
we would like to introduce you to 
the association. The association is 
newly organized and became official 
in the spring semester of 1985. Our 
aims and goals are to facilitate 
community spirit and generate a 
better living environment 
throughout the Brockton area 
through    the   appropriate   ad- 
Police beat 
ministrative channels. Some items 
of interest include proper 
maintenance, child care, security 
measures and so on to stimulate a 
safer and pleasant community; thus, 
the cornerstone of our strife. 
The association has established 
three committees, each of which can 
be considered as a vital 
superstructure; the social commit- 
tee, the complaints committee and 
the child/parent committee. All 
interested residents should contact 
Jals Keita at 622-2539 if you need 
more information or would like to 
participate on any committee. 
The next general meeting for all 
Brockton Residents will be held in 
the Powell Building. Conference 
Room B at 8:15 on Tuesday 
September 10, 1985. 
Jals Keita 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
Letters should be typed and 
double-spaced. They should also 
be no longer than 260 words 
(about one and one half pages). 
The Eastern Progress also gives 
readers an opportunity to express 
more detailed opinions in a col- 
umn called "Your turn." 
These columns should be in the 
form of an editorial. Those 
interested in writing a "Your 
turn" should contact the 
newspaper before submitting an 
Letters should be mailed or 
brought to The Eastefr. 
Progress. 117 Donovan Annex. 
Eastern Kentucky University 
40475. It is located behind 
Model School. 
The deadline for submitting a 
letter for a specific issue is noon 
on Monday prior to Thursday's 
publication. 
Letters will be used in 
accordance with available space. 
The Eastern Progress 
encourages its readers to write a 
letter to the editor on any topic. 
Letters submitted for 
publication should be addresed to 
the newspaper and must contain 
the author's address and 
telephone number. 
Letters muat include the 
author's signature. Carbon copies 
photocopies and letters with 
illegible signatures will not be 
accepted. 
Unsigned letters will not be 
accepted. 
The Eastern Progress routinely 
condenses letters before 
publication; however, grammar 
and punctuation will not be 
corrected. 
The Eastern Progress uses its 
own judgment to determine if a 
letter is libelous or in poor taste, 
and reserves the right to reject 
any letter. 
— 
The following reports were made 
to the Division of Public Safety. 
This report contains only those 
reports involving students arid 
university personnel. 
July 7: 
Christopher Love, Crestwood. 
was arrested and charged with 
driving under the influence. 
Robert Hayes, Palmer Hall, 
reported his car vandalized. 
Damage wets Sl>500. 
July 10: 
David Holland. Palmer Hall, 
reported the theft of his watch 
valued at $"75, and <2 in cash. 
July 14: 
Terry McKenzie, a SuVvomul ion 
employee, reported / cigarette 
machine damaged in Mattox' Hall. 
The damage' amounted to $170. 
July 15: 
Teresa Arthur, McGregor Hall, 
reported a bicycle and its cover 
stolen. The value was $199.45. 
July 16: 
Anthony Shannon, Richmond, 
reported a bicycle stolen. The value* 
was $150.. 
Lynn Nay field, McGregor Hall, 
reported a bicycle stolen. The value 
was $150. 
Airrtee Newkirk, McGregor Hall, 
reported a' bicycle stolen. The value 
was $150. 
July 20: 
Robert Hayes. Palmer Hall, 
reported his car tire cut. The value 
was $100. 
July 21: 
Monica Storz, McGregor Hall, 
reported a bike and cable stolen. The 
value was $185. 
July 22: 
William Farrar, staff, reported 
the theft df six skulls, four plastic 
skull replii as and a vertibral column 
from the Moore Building. The value 
was $660. 
July 23: 
Barbra Weaver, Hazard, reported 
a bicycle stolen. The value was $50. 
July 24: 
Jesse Salmons, staff, reported 
$114 missing from the billings and 
collections office. 
July 31: 
April Brown, McGregor Hall, 
reported a car tire and wheel stolen. 
The value was $154. 
RECORDSMITH 
Albums, Caaaattaa, Tickets, Compact 
Diece, Imparts, Postsrs, T-Shirts, Buttons, 
IE-Inch Dance Singles, used, and some really 
Strange Things. Reasonable prices, plus Weekly 
Specials 
Atop by arid find oui why we're jfl 
By-Pasi lehlnd State Barik 623-60SH 
■jaaaaM 
Staff Positions Available 
Typesetter needed for The Eastern Progress 
Should be good typist; familiarity with 
Compugraphic system helpful. 
Apply in person to Marilyn Bailey or Alan White 
in Room I 17, Donovan Annex. " 
Writers and photographers 
also needed 
Calf 622-1882 
for more information 
HAM MS 
GULF 
FREE 
CAR 
WASH 
with coupon 
HAMM'S 
(Gulf] 
623-0604 
How To Avoid 
Breakdowns: 
Service your car regularly... with usl 
We'll change the oil, put on the snow 
tires, check the shocks. Reasonablel 
OHIO 
STUDENTS 
We will accept 
your SOHIO, 
Boron, and 
Gas & Go 
credit cards. 
On the 
Eastern 
By-Pass 
Classified 
Aug. 2: 
Robert Miller, staff, reported a 
video cassette recorder stolen from 
the Memorial Science Building. The 
value was $722. 
Aug.6: 
Patrica Craft, Brockton, reported 
a stolen automobile. The value was 
$2,500. The automobile was later 
found damaged. 
-Aug. b: 
Agnes Atange, reported the theft 
of S289 by fraud. 
Aug.9: 
Robert Hartwell, staff, reported 
the theft of a tuba from the Foster 
Building. The value was $3,500. 
Aug. 11: 
Jaaon Lambert, Richmond, 
reported a bike stolen. The value 
was $200. 
RECORDSMITH buys used 
rock albums and cassettes in ex- 
cellent condition. 
A******************! 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from. 
$1. (U repair). Also delinquent 
tax property. Call 1-805-687-6000 
Rcy. GH-4673 for information. 
14,278 to chooM from—all aubfacts 
Order  Catalog  Today  with   VIM/MC   or  COO 
800-351-0222 
in Calif (213) 477-8226 
Or. rush $2 00 1o   Raaaarch Aaalalanca 
11322 k)aho An I206-SS LotAngalMCAS0025 
Custom iMMrcK alto amUOH-all ton* 
It******************* 
Visit your laundry and cleaning 
station in the powell building. 
Reasonable prices - On time ser- 
vice - Courteous personnel. 
622-1486. 
WANTED: Female roommate 
to share nice, cheap apartment. 
Close to campus. Call 624-2056. 
A******************* 
Charity Bingo. Fri. Sept. 6 at 7 
p.m. Over $800. in prizes plus 
three jackpots. St. Mark School, 
Parrihh Ave. off West Main. 
SKYDIVING INSTRUC- 
TIONS - Train and jump same 
day. 10:00 a.m. Sat. and Sun. 
LACKEY'S AIRPORT. 6 miles 
south of Richmond off US 25. 
086-8566. 
Bicycles and Moped. Two 10 
speed bikes-one Schwinn and 
one Huffy. Also a like-new Hon- 
da moped. $300. 623-5843. 
•********•*******••< 
HELP WANTED: Cashier and 
clean-up person needed for even- 
ings and weekends, 20 hours per 
week. Must be able to lift 100 
lbs. Apply Fill Km Fast. 510 
Eastern Bypass between 7-2. 
»»w»»»w**»<r»»******i' 
R.E.M. new pusler W.99 at 
RECORDSMITH on By-Pass. 
••***********<HHMMr*i 
NOTICE- The $2.99 and $4.99 
coupons that appeared in last 
Thursdays Eastern Progress, 
for Dominos Pizza, incorrectly 
listed the coupon expiration as 
Sept. 30. 1985. The coupon Ex- 
piration date should have been 
listed as Sept. 11th, 1985. We 
apoligize for any inconvenience 
this may have caused our 
customers. 
mm 
Twelve-inch DANCE 
SINGLES. Two for $8.88 at 
RECORDSMITH. 
COMPACT DISCS. Many titles 
$13.99. Telarc Classicals $15.99. 
RECORDSMITH. 623-5058. 
POSTERS. T-SHIRTS and 
BUTTONS at RECORD- 
SMITH. By-Pass behind State 
Bank. 
MIGHTY TYPE-Professional 
typing. EKU Times hare Pro- 
gram Entry. "Any Hour" 
Emergency Service. 623-7869. 
9-5, M-F, 210 N. Second Street. 
ft******************' 
CASH We BUY or LOAN 
Money on silver, gold, 
diamonds, tv's, guns, electric 
typewriters, binoculars, power 
tools, video recorders, guitars, 
banjos, micro-waves, class'rings, 
etc. JOHNSON DIAMOND 
EXCHANGE, 717 Big Hill Ave. 
Richmond, (next to Druthers) 
606-623-4535. (All loans handled 
in a dignified and strictly con- 
fidential manner) 
Bananas 29c a lb. 
it" C >- >> ll 
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Legend passes 
from memory 
Z-rfc .ErtloW   $, 
Karen   Zans.   senior,   elementary 
education, Cincinnati 
"Don't carry your map around 
campus." 
Frank    En low,   senior,    public 
relations. LdnisvilM 
"do    to     the     University    of 
Kentucky." Batt* 
Greg   Batta,   graduate   school, 
criminal justice, 
"Quit now before it's too late." 
Brian HowalL 
LotakMo. 
St. 
Howell 
"Tell the girls you're an 
upperclassman because freshmen 
' don't get any." 
Steve   Kogers.   senior,   police 
administration. Richmdnd, Va. 
"•Even  though you don't know 
what you are doing, act like it." 
Otto Spence.  senior,   marketing. 
Owingsville 
"Come to the SAE house because 
we are the ones your mothers 
warned you about." 
Jodi  Watters, senior,  marketing, 
Portsmith. Ohio 
"Don't ever have your picture 
taken for the People PdU." 
Jeff   Ballard,   senior,   computer 
information systems* Lot-otto* 
"Party during the week and study 
on the Weekends.' 
      t          m        wanynyjnnnr     m ^m^^^———        ruy u n j u» mw mu »i uj      ^   .   < m^mamm^^^- 
arned you about." Rogers **« o  t e ee e s." .   WM Ballard 
State alcohol regulation changes 
By Amy Wolf ford 
News editor 
Although the state Alcoholic 
Beverage Control (ABCj board's 
regulation prohibiting advertising 
in university publications went out 
of effect in July, university policy 
still prohibits advertising of 
alcoholic beverages in name, 
likeness or implication. 
Prior to July 1, liquor stores were 
prohibited by the ABC from adver- 
tising their products in university 
publications 
The change will not affect the 
university at this time because of a 
university policy still in effect. 
The current university policy took 
effect January 1983. and states that 
there is a prohibition of advertising 
of "alcoholic beverages in name, 
likeness or implication, except: 
"a. Radio and television 
broadcasts of athletic events or 
promotions for which the university 
has granted* the rights, and 
"b. Printed material which is not 
published by the university, which 
may include malt beverage 
sponsorship of an institutional 
nature which does not identify with 
a single business establishment or 
suggest or imply endorsement by 
Eastern Kentucky University." 
Bob Adams, adviser to Western 
Kentucky University's student 
newspaper, the College Heights 
Herald, said, attorneys at Western 
have been working to change the 
ABC policy for a long time because 
of its unfairness. 
"The old regulation was a 
violation of First Amendment 
rights of free expression." he said. 
" Alcohol advertising in student 
publications is not a moral issue, 
but a legal and economic one." 
Western will now be able to accept 
alcohol advertising because it has no 
further restrictive policy. 
"It is not so much local 
advertising that we lose, but 
national advertising, and that is a 
great deal of revenue that's lost to 
us," said Marilyn Bailey, adviser to 
The Eastern Progress. 
"This is revenue we could 
certainly use" because the paper 
survives on advertising, she said. 
Donald Feltner; vice president ot 
University Relations and 
Development, said."My position is 
that I would not recommend liquor 
or other drugs to be advertised in 
ways that identify it with the" 
university." • 
The ABC university publication 
regulation changed because state 
regulatory agencies have sunset 
laws, or regulations which can run 
out of existence on a certain date. 
The Kentucky General Assembly 
let this regulation lapse, said 
Catherine Staib. general counsel for 
the ABC. 
"We thought the regulation was 
anachronistic. The age of university 
students has risen, and the 
university publications have to tie- 
in more." she said. 
The state regulation has changed 
but only the Board of Regents has 
the power to change the university 
policy. 
Feltner said the university used to 
prohibit any business which sold 
alcohol from advertising in any 
university publications. 
University publications include 
not only the student newspaper and 
radio stations but publications such 
as sports programs and fraternity 
and sorority publications. 
After  a   recommendation   was 
made from the president to the 
Board of Regents, the policy was 
changed because it did appear to be 
discriminatory. 
Currently. WEKY can advertise 
institutional malt liquor and The 
Eastern Progress can advertise 
liquor establishments, but not in 
ways to suggest or imply alcohol, 
Feltner said. 
However, according to Karl Park, 
sports information director, na-| 
tional advertising for beer is being 
sought by an Illinois publisher of 
the university's basketball pro- 
grams this year. 
"We can run institutional ads, 
such as a national ad for Miller Lite, 
with the local distributor's name at 
the bottom," said Park. 
In addition Park said the sports 
programs will also run ads for 
restaurants whose main revenue 
does not come from liquor. 
His name was Samuel Westhof. 
Fifty years ago. that name was 
respected and feared by every 
gunfighter in southern Colorado, 
New Mexico, Arizona and Texas. He 
was fast. He was the best. 
Rumor had it that he had put 
down over 120 men in his career. He 
became a quick-draw artist when he 
was just 16 years old. Not that it 
was something he had planned, it 
just happened. 
A notorious outlaw by the name 
of Elrod Roat rods) into Pueblo one 
day and began causing trouble. No 
one tried to stop him. He shot 
Samuel's dog, just for fun. Samuel, 
with tears in his eyes, told Elrod to 
draw. 
Elrod laughed: this scrawny buck- 
toothed farm boy looked too pitiful 
not to have a little fun with him. ft 
was Elrod's last mistake because 
before his hand had reached the butt 
of his pistol. Samuel had drilled two 
bullets into the man's chest. 
Word spread far and fast. This kid 
was magic with a six-gun. Every 
gunfighter with a shred of ego came 
to test the young lad. For his part. 
Samuel wanted none of it. 
Uunfighting is not an easy 
profession to back out of. Samuel 
moved from town to town, taking on 
odd jobs and hiding from the legend 
that was trying to swallow him. It 
was no use. Everywhere he went, 
someone had seen him or heard 
enough about him to pick him out. 
It was only a matter of time until 
he would be challenged and he 
would have to kill another man. 
He worked his way to California, 
where he signed on with a freighter 
that worked the South Pacific. He 
became a sailor, a good one. He was 
free, and no one bothered him. 
After many years at sea, he 
returned to Pueblo. The townfolk 
recognized him. of course, and were 
content to leave him alone. During 
his disappearance, other 
gunfighters had made their mark 
und Samuel was pretty well 
forgotten. 
One day. a red-headed freckled kid 
of about   16   rode  into   town  and 
My turn 
J. Scott Rupp 
began to ask questions about one 
Samuel Westhof. The townspeople, 
to their credit, did their best to bluff 
the young man. No good. The kid 
wanted a showdown with the 
legendary Westhof. 
Samuel got the message as he was 
tending his garden in the hot 
midday sun. No. he thought, it's 
over. I'm not killing anyone else, not 
today, not ever. Especially not some 
hot-headed, glory-seeking kid. He 
rose, feeling a bit light-headed, and 
buckled on his gun. 
Beating a man to the draw is not 
so much pure speed as it is 
anticipation. The set of the 
shoulders, the muscles in the neck 
and face, and the expression in the 
opponent's eyes give all the clues. 
The key is to know when the other 
man will draw before he himself 
does. 
Samuel saw the signs and went 
for his gun. He had never been 
faster. The poor kid. his hand only 
halfway to his pistol, stared 
slack-jawed at the old man. 
"Forget it. kid." Samuel said. "Go 
on home." 
Samuel turned on his heels and 
strode off into the setting sun. his 
boots kicking up small puffs which 
glowed orange with sunset. See. he 
thought with a smile, it doesn't have 
to end that way. 
It was in the newspaper the next 
day. Everyone mourned the death of 
the old reluctant gunfighter. 
Witnesses reported that Samuel's 
hand had barely begun to move 
before the first of the kids bullets 
caught him squarely in the chest. 
Jne.   Catholic <z/\Eusman   Cental 
Sunday-Mass Times 
10 a.m., Noon, 5:30 p.m. 
Campus Ministers 
Father Paul Prabejl 
Sister Clara Fehringer 
We oiler Instructions, Bible Study Groups, Counseling, Retreats, Fun Times 
and Other Programs \ 
THE NEWMAN CENTER, a great place to meet and make friends is 
located at 405 UNIVERSITY DRIVEfNext to Walters Hall) 
\     \ V" "THURS., SEPT.5 
\A yS&A on • *♦- d 4y: 8 T 10 p.W. 
*#    FAMILY DOG • J. SUTTER'S MILL. 
*4 
*<*,' 
TV 
PACO'S    and... fc*«.rtlT*s 
■*Wl4 
{KM**** 
»»£ 
<•& 
i\r «| 
*\>* ytf& 
lAN c*" 
Free Hot dogs. 
Cokes. A T-Shirts 
(while they last) 
mac 
WE ARE NOT 
JUST T-SHIRTS! 
Uff-QUAtlTY    *vf»lt«N-«»0( 
*        •     mooucs 
IOW  »»ICfS — 
• ■> ABOUT   OUK   VOLUHI   •■ICII 
QUALITY    PUNTING — 
IOU"   COLOSS  HOST  it r MS 
M$r DfuvfUr 
s% OFF nttrAio 
Quoin 
tOn    F«ll   COHtULTCTION 
os ■■ocHuai 
l-CAll 
,1t«   W«L««. 
6 2 4-2164 
Progress 
Ads 
Work 
You 
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
COUPON^ 
*     ANY SHOE 
lN STOCK! 
SSooQEE 
AND MPP[ 
COUPON VALID 
5 P.M. '9 P.M. ONLY 
Buy any one item at the 
REGULAR PRICE, and get 
the SECOND ITEM 
(equal or lesser Value) 
■ii 50* 
OFF 
iLinul  I  Coujdiiu        . 
IXPlRrSVJOM'.       4% 
mm n 0 
455 EASTERN 
• BY PASS 
SHOPPERS 
VILLAGE 
* 
RICHMOND 
KENTUCKY 
Ui/iG 
"The College Shop" 
HOURS 
MO"    S*l 
'"•mlolpi 
Sun   > e o "• 
Phone 
6242727 
«^- 
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Campus living 
Students' work turns summer into learning 
By Terri Martin 
IYuiurrs editor 
Duniin the summer many 
students seek employment to 
supplement their incomes. Along 
with the added cash they receive for 
their labors, students may also 
receive credit hours through the 
university's cooperative education 
department. 
According to Kenneth Noah, 
director of the cooperative 
education department. the 
university's co-op program placed 
321 students during the summer. 
One student who participated in 
the co-op program over the past 
summer was Greg Mayer, a senior 
from Palos Park. III., who has a 
double major of emergency medical 
care paramedic and fire science and 
safety. 
Mayer worked with the Richmond 
Fire Department, serving as a 
firefighter and an emergency 
medical technician. 
"I did what the other men did. 
said Mayer. "In the morning I'd 
check out the trucks and I was 
treated as an equal in case of fire." 
Mayer said the department had 
no house fires during the summer, 
but responded to approximately six 
car fires and other alarms. 
Mayer, who was captain of a 
search and rescue team in northern 
Wisconsin during his first two years 
of college, said he entered his 
summer position with an open mind. 
"I knew it was a small town, so 
it probably wouldn't have too many 
runs and I knew the officers would 
vary from those in a larger city." he 
said. 
Mayer added that he had changed 
his view of his major since earning 
his three credit hours in summer co- 
op. ' 
"I feel my ma|or is a lot more 
practical.'' he said. "I was able to 
apply lessons and emergency tactics 
I had learned in the classroom." 
Another co-op student who 
changed her opinion about her 
major is Carsey Henry, a junior pre- 
veterinary major from Louisville 
who worked at Fairlight Arabians 
in La Grange. Ky. 
"Before the job. I was sure I'd be 
a small animal vet," said Henry. 
"Now I'm thinking about going into 
equine medicine." 
During the summer. Henry was in 
charge of the total care, of nine 
Arabian mares. 
Henry said her job was harder 
than she expected, but very 
educational. 
"The job helped me prepare for 
classes 1*11 take in the future." said 
Henry, who hopes to enter 
veterinary school at Auburn' 
University in the fall of I98ri. 
Henry recommends co-op to other 
students. "If you're going to work 
anyway, you might ""as well gel 
credit for it and do something that'll 
help in your career." she said. "And 
I think it looks good on a resume." 
Another pre-velerinary medicine 
major who participated in the 
summer co-op program is Barbara 
I ...t 11:1m. a senior from Frankfort. 
Latham worked at the Frankfort 
Pet Hospital, where she gave 
injections, groomed dogs and 
assisted in surgery. Latham 
received two credit hours for her 
efforts. 
According to Latham, she learned 
Progress photo/Alan White 
Dr. Renee Boyd, left, and Dr. Judith Hood recently began work. 
New doctors join staff 
By Terri Martin 
Features editor 
Although the two new physicians 
at the infirmary are from I^xington 
and Georgetown, the routes to their 
positions at the university health 
service were not as direct as 1-75. 
Dr. Renee Boyd became 
acquainted with the university in 
1967 when her family moved from 
Silver Springs. Md.. to I-exington 
and her parents became instructors 
at the university. 
Her father has since retired from 
the social sciences department, but 
her mother. Mrs. Ursel Boyd. 
teaches German at the university. 
Boyd spent her senior year of high 
school at Model Laboratory School. 
"During that year. 1 especially got 
to know Eastern." Boyd said. 
After graduating from Model. 
- Boyd attended college and medical 
school at the University of 
Kentucky. 
She then wun.cJ ai a hospital 
physician in a community hospital 
in Anholt. West Germany, for one 
and one half years. 
Although Boyd said the 
academics of German and American 
j» medicine are similar, she said the 
paperwork differs greatly. 
"Patients in Germany are very 
much more taken care of financial- 
ly than they are here in the states." 
she said. As an example. Boyd said 
at the time she left Germany, 
citizens were angry  because the 
government asked them to pay SI 
a day for hospital care 
According to Boyd. many factors 
influenced her decision to come to 
the university. 
"I had known the campus and 
known the previous physicians here. 
Wendy (Gilchrist) and Bruce 
(Kokernot)." she said. Gilchrist and 
Kokernot recently left the 
university to begin a three-year 
practice in Nepal, India. 
Boyd said the chance to work 
with a different age group of 
potential patients interested her. 
In her free time. Boyd said she 
enjoys watching movies, reading 
and traveling. 
Aside from working in Germany 
she also visitea>ejj»*lves who live 
there. "It is an interesting country 
for Americans to be exposed to.' 
she said. "It is not only 
geographically very beautiful, bin 
interesting to talk to the people Hi 
see^hnt  n non-American opinion 
Hood,  another new 
the   student  heallli 
originally     from 
Dr. Judith 
physician at 
service, is 
Georgetown. 
Hood   has . been involved 111 
student health programs for the 
past 12 years. 
She served as the director ul 
student health at Murray Stm. 
University for five years and w.i- 
director of the student health 
service   at   Auburn   Universiu 
during the time Dr. Hunl\ 
Funderburk served at the Alabam.i 
university. 
"The fact that he was here made 
it more desireable." said Hood. "But 
he didn't bring me and I didn't 
follow him." 
Aside Irom. her duties as .1 
physician. Hood is involved in the 
National College Health 
Association. Hood said she has Ixi'ii 
a delegate to the association for I he 
past four years and three years ago 
she was president of the Southern 
College Health Association. 
According to Hood, she decided lo 
become a physician during her 
college years at Georgetown College 
and the University of Louisville "I 
was a science major at school, but 
I didn't want to work in a lab," silid 
Hood. "I wanted to work with 
people." 
Hood attended medical school ul 
the University of Louisville and 
received her master's degree 111 
public health at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
Hood said since she is a physician 
at the university instead ol .1 
director, she has more free time than 
she had at other universities. 
She said she likes to spend her 
leisure time playing bridge, cooking 
and sociali/ing. She added thai she 
enjoys family activities, such Its 
camping and boating with her 
husband Hugh and her 21-year-old 
daughter Beth. 
71 
a great deal Irom her summer co-op. 
"I got to see different cases and 
situations and how the vets handled 
lhem." she said. 
Latham added that her 
agriculture courses at the university 
had helped prepare her for her 
summer position. 
Senior Ricki Clark said she was 
surprised by how much she already 
knew when she began her summei 
coop at The State Journal in 
Frankfort. 
"I was surprised by what I knew. 
>ut  I  was  also surprised by how 
Twins 
serve 
tower 
By Terri Martin 
Features cditjir 
Sometimes it may seem that ym> 
cannot escape your RA's watchful 
eye. He or she seems to lie 
everywhere. It's as if you're seeing 
double. 
In   Commonwealth    Hall. 
illusion may lie more true than false. 
Joe and John Scannell. who are 
identical twins, both serve as RAs 
in the dorm. 
Both Joe and John have lived in 
Commonwealth Hall since then 
freshman year, including one 
semester which they spent Us 
roommates. 
Although Joe was an RA during 
the 1985 spring semester, this is 
John's first semester as an RA. 
According to John, he chose to 
become arr-HA because ol the 
impression he has of Charlie Macke. 
1 he dorm director of Commonwenll li 
Hall. '       T 
''I like him." said John. "I had 
worked at the desk before, anil I 
wanted to work more directly wiili 
him." 
According to each of the 
Scannells. Iieing identical twins 
sometimes causes confusion. 
"Last year I moved onto a flooi 
in the middle of a semester." said 
Joe. a junior mathematics major 
and RA on the seventh floor ol 
Commonwealth. "A couple of guys 
on my floor asked me why I w.'is 
stuck-up. They said they had said 
'hi' to me on campus and I didn 1 
say anything." 
Joe later found out that tin- 
residents had been speaking to his 
twin brother, who didn't know who 
they were and didn't reply. 
In order to eliminate some 
confusion. John, the l.'l-minute elder 
of Joe. recently grew a beard. 
According to John, however, 
some confusion still occurs. 
"In an orientation RA lour, one 
of the counselors at the counseling 
center thought 1 was Joe coming 
back on another lour." said John, an 
undeclared junior and RA on 
Commonwealth's 14th floor. "So I 
guess the beard hasn't made much 
of a difference." 
Macke said John's beard helps 
him distinguish between the twins 
"I had some trouble telling them 
apart, but it's not the problem I 
thought it would be since John has 
a lieard " said Macke 
much     I     learned."     said     lie 
journalism major from Frankfort. 
Clark said her dulies ai the 
newspaper included writing features 
on local residents and covering 
school board, planning and Zoning 
commission and legislative research 
committee meetings. 
Clark added that her summer 
experience was very valuable. "You 
learn so much more from doing it 
and you gel experience in actual 
situations.'' she said. "Any 
experience you get in your field 
helps you in the long run." 
Fredenca Smith also took paatin 
the co-op program in Frankfort. Jhe 
senior finance major from 
Lexington worked in the 
Department of Local Government. 
Smith said her work entailed 
.11 tending legislative meetings, 
keeping a file of press clippings, 
working on a gas restoration projoat- 
and helping organize the Bluegrasa 
State Games. 
Some students, however, prefer 
working outdoors to office work. 
Dwayne Merilatt. a senior 
horticulture major from Louisville, 
is an example. 
During the summer. Merilatt 
worked at the Hurstborne Count/? 
Club in Louisville. He earned six 
credit hours. 
Merilatt said he mowed greens.' 
less and roughs, worked on sand^ 
traps and did other golf t-ourbtf 
mainlainence chores. •"  & 
He added that although hi> 
classroom instruction and reading 
material at the university were 
clear-cut and helpful, the job helped 
him to become familiar with 
equipment used in the profession. 
Merilatt said co-op was good not 
only for experience, but also to 
boost credit hours. 
"I'm getting out a semester early' 
because I had two summers of Co- 
op for a total of 12 credit hours." he* 
said. '    ' 
Amy Holiday, a senior elementary, 
education major from Krlanger 
agreed that her co-op experience, 
was a helpful one 
"I learned a lot." said Holiday, 
who worked with preschoolers (In-1 
summer at the Kdgewood learning 
Center in Kdgewood. Ky. 
"My child development classet, 
made me more aware of difference^ 
lietween kids and what a difference 
one year can make." said Holiday. 
"They're capable of more ilung.-, 
than you think, but you must be 
patient when they can't do things 
like cut." 
Holiday said that the other 
workers at the learning center made 
her feel at ease. 
"It felt like a family atmosphere," 
she said. 
Jonn, left, and Joe Scannell In Commonwearth. 
Macke added that tin- Scannells 
do a good job of letting people know 
who they are. 
"We try to IK- as different .is 
possible," said John 
Joe agreed that he and his brother 
like to be individuals. "When we 
were younger, if he had on the Same 
color shirt, even il it was a different 
type of shirt, we'd both go change, 
he said. 
Joe also pointed out personality 
differences between he and his 
brother. "I'm shyer and more 
quiet." Joe said. "I sometimes hold 
in my feelings, but John lets people 
know how he feels." 
Rob       Logsdon.        RA       on 
Commonwealth'"   (earth   floor. 
.mil personality differences 
exist between the twins. 
"Joe seems more easygoing than 
John,- although both are really 
considerate." said the junior 
management major from Lebannon. 
Ohio. 
Joe said that physical differences 
also exist. 
"We used to be of equal strength 
and build and weight." he said. 
"Now John" is a little bigger." John 
is ' .inch taller and 10 to 15 pounds 
V 
heavier than his twin. • 
Although the Scannells like to be 
as individual as possible, each sajd 
that some personality similarities 
are apparent, including thoir 
interest in sports. 
"We make a good team." said Joe. 
"When we're playing basketball or 
football. I know where he'll run id" 
"It's hard loexplain. I can't pifk 
up his thoughts and I don't see 
him." said Joe. "I think it juil 
comes from doing t hings a lf»l 
together, but I've watched films en 
things like that and it makes me 
wonder." \ 
John expressed similar feelings. 
"I don't know if il is because 
we're twins or from experience, be 
said. 
According to each of the twine, 
their similar personalities influenced 
"hem to come to the university. 
"We both picked Kaslern." said 
John. "We have similar 
personalities, so we liked the same 
school." 
"We're really close as far a? 
brothers go." said Joe. "I had 
planned on coming lo Kastern, but 
I probably would go wherever he 
went. 
» 
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Organizations 
Intramurals 
offer variety 
Hv Su/unne Stafr> 
OrKun'i/utions editor 
\ iark'l> <il sp<irtinK activities 
.in availably in students, faculty 
.mil -i.ill ilirnuuli tilt- Division of 
I ii i .HI.in.il Programs. 
(me of th<- first < iHi)|M-t it i\'<- sports 
i~ the intramural flan lootliall 
li'.iJfUf. UCCordinil to Wayne 
JcnninKS, director of jnlrumural 
inonrains 
I'lii- intramural ll.ii; football 
-i-ason consists of five league 
names, divisional pl.iv offs and a 
i li.unpionsliip name 
I'lieie are three men's divisions: 
Independent. fraternity and 
Lousing There are also IW0 
women's divisions: independent and 
< ireek. 
'Ml is a KOIKJ way to meet oilier 
people. You have something in 
. ciiiimon. the team, said Joe Kisher. 
. sophomore elementary education 
major from OwenabdTo. 
Those interested in participating 
in Hag IIHIIII.III. Inn not in the actual 
physical sport, may consider 
In-coming an official for the games 
\ person need not IK- in any 
particular major or have a great deal 
■ it knowlege ill the sport to become 
.in official. 
•six eral special lectures are given' 
io leach prospective officials the 
iiiles jnd regulations of the game 
Kisher. who has been an official at 
intramural basketball games in lhe 
|p.i-l said officiating a game can be 
ilillicull. 
Jennings said officials receive 
lietween dJ.50 and S4 per game, 
depending on the person's grades 
and the person's expe'rience as an' 
ullicial. 
\ccortling to Kisher. the 
involvement with intramurals has 
helped give him a belter view of 
sports in a general sense. 
"It brought different philosophies 
■ it I he ganie.11 ahlcd me to relate Io 
I mill the organized and unorganized 
view of sports as I coached Little 
League this summer,   said Kisher. 
The intramural program is not 
limited to sporting games. 
There are also activities which can 
lie done in one's free lime. Camping 
is one such activity. 
Camping equipment i* available 
for use by any student, faculty or 
staff with a valid ID on a first- 
come, first-served basis. 
Tents, back packs, sleeping bags. 
coolers, cooking kits, lanterns and 
Canoes are available for a small 
rental fee. 
The procedure for obtaining the 
equipment includes' 
^I'aying fees for equipment at 
the office of the bursar: 
.'I'u king up equipment at the 
Hegley 'Towel Koom: 
• Checkirfg out equipment 
between N a.m. and I pin, on 
Thursdays and Kridays, and 
•^Checking, equipment back in 
lietween H a.m. and t p.m. on 
Mondays and 'Tuesdays 
Kacquelball courts are available 
lor use by students, faculty and 
stall from 5:30 to in .Id p.m 
weekdays, and on Saturday from 1(1 
a.m. to r> p.m. 
Keservalions can be made no 
more than a day in advance by- 
calling U22-124.r> between H"y.m. and 
noon, or lietween I p.m. and 4 p.m. 
'The names of the people playing 
iiiuild be given at the time I he 
reservation is made. 
The weight room Is open for 
anyone from 7 Io 1(1 p.m. Mondays 
and Wednesdays. 4:30 to !l p.m. on 
'Tuesdays and 'Thursdays, and 2 to 
•"• p.m. on Kridays. Saturdays antl 
Sundays. 
Women may use the Weight room 
exclusively lietween (i and 7 p.m. on 
Mondays and Wednesdays. 
'The Weaver facilities are open for 
free play from 6:30 to 10 p.m. on 
weekdays. I lot) p.m. on Saturdays, 
and from I to 10 p.m  on Sundays. 
-\ valid I.I), musl lie presented lo 
use the facilities during free play. 
for any further information 
concerning intramural activities, 
call 022 1244 or stop by the office 
in room 202 of the Hegley Building 
Progress photo/Rob Carr 
Jim Kutzner, left, chases Dwayne Merilatt during intramural soccer practice 
Sports teams compete 
By Nil/,nun- Slaley 
Organizations editor 
Some sports organizations on 
campus are not considered teams, 
even though they compete against 
other universities. 'They are not 
certified with the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association.' so 
thev are classified as clubs. 
These teams musl set up llieir 
organization in the same manner as 
other clubs at  ihe university. 
"It is up lo each club to determine 
what lypeof organization they wanl 
• io   have.' said   Wayne   Jennings. 
director ol intramural activities. 
'The intramural office tries lo 
.issist the clubs as best as ihey can. 
Jennings said 
According lo Jennings, ihe office 
pio\ ides: 
."'The actual facilities lor practice; 
•>Some limited help toward entry' 
fees for competition: 
•'Officials for the games, and 
•^ \ssislance in getting written 
permission lo make up class work. 
"We do not pay travel expenses « 
for  the teams  for competitions." 
Jennings said. 
'The Judo 'Team receives money 
from the university to fund entry 
tit's for one event at a competition. 
according IO Mark Napier, the Judo 
'Team president. 
'Team members do well in 
competition, said Napier, a junior 
political science major from Hussell 
"We usually do well. I myself 
have only lost one match ol 
eight, "added Napier 
'The Ii lull.in Judo Club Is a 
different organisation. 
'They are classified as an 
intramural sports club, according to 
\ icki Kounlrce. a junior police 
administration major from 
Williamshurg 
Competition is important tor 
them as well. 
According to Kounlrce. those who 
compete have a good chance of 
placing in a given event. She 
estimated that XO percent ol the 
club members would finish in ihe 
top three spots at. a competition. 
'The Howling Club competes 
throughout the region and olten 
places vJell against ihe larger 
schools, according to Wayne' 
Harrison. a junior health 
administration major from 
Somerset. 
The Howling Club has lo seek 
practice facilities off campus. 
"We don't even have good 
lanes, "said  Harrison 
The team has worked oul a deal 
with a local bowling lane for 
practicing. 
According to Jennings. Ihe ice 
hockey lealn has tel travel lo 
l.exinglon to use ice facilities. 
Jennings said sports clubs can 
develop from any interest a group 
ol students may have. 
Al one lime, there was a Kendo 
Club where students would practice 
the Japanese sport ol 
swordligh ling. according to 
Jennings. 
A student provided the 
equipment and the university- 
provided    a   place   lo   practice. 
Team 
kicks 
heels 
By Suzanne Slaley 
Organizations editor 
'Tired of getting pushed around by 
all the big guys on the block? 
Learning judo might help. 
The Judo 'Team offers classes for 
both    beginners   and    advanced 
people,   as   Well   as   a   chance   lo 
compete. 
'There is more than one judo 
organization on campus. 
"We are ihe official team."said 
Mark N'apier a junior political 
science major from Kussell. 
'The Judo 'Team uses tin- 
standards and regulations set by 
the United Stales Judo Association 
■■ml ihe Kentucky Judo 
Association, according lo Napier. 
There are five major levels of 
progression: white, yellow, green, 
brown and black, said Napier. 
"We splil up the yellow and green 
lo give people something lo look 
lorward to." added Napier. 
Judo can Is- a rough sport. 
According lo Napier, a person has 
a .'> percent chance of gelling the 
wind knocked out ol him. 
11 is for this reason that beginners 
are first laughl how lo fall. 
"Chances are you won't gel hurl 
once you've learned."said Napier. 
There is always one person oul of 
a crowd thai gets hurt seriously 
during the year, according lo 
Napier. 
Napier suggests lhat participants 
wear knees and elbow pads lo ease 
the falls. 
Not everything lhat is laughl is 
the actual physical judo moves. 
Members learn the proper 
terminology concerning their 
clothing and moves lhal they make. 
'The cost for membership is -S5. 
which goes to ihe club fomrips. 
Iiells and general expenses. 
Members must lurnish their 
uniforms. 
Niipier said the cost of the panls 
and top is aboul 820. 
Napier said ihe jackets are made 
•veil and last for a long lime. 
A TASSEL WITHOUT 
A HASSLE 
Come in and talk to us about our 
Student Loan Program, 
STATEBANK 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
MMWirJJJX. 
*•' P/aca for TW •* 
CNtar 
II Has Sat 
1MI Seaaar 
September 
Values 
Cheer 49 oz. Box 
laundry detergent 
$1.77 
Regular 2.27 
Tennis Balls 
$1.77 
Penn Regular 1.87 
Wilson Regular 1.97 
Corduroy Bedrests 
$U33 
Regular 12.84 
20 lb. potting soil 
$1.44 
Regular 2.27 
Orange   Crush  or 
Hires   Rootbeer 
$.82 
Also sugar free 
2 liter bottle 
Blankets 
Solids or prints 
$4.88 
Regular 5.97 
ON COUPON COUPON 
FINANCIAL 
AID 
PACKAGE. 
# 
<# 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Thurs. 
11 a.m. to I a.m.| 
Fri.-Sat. 
11 a.m. to 2 a.m.l 
Little Caesars* 
pizza lowers the cost 
of eating well. You take 
home two pizzas, but only 
pay for one. 
f)E^m(^mm' 
! i 
PIZZA 8r LITER OF SOFT DRINK,| 
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539 Mahaftey Drive 
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•7*0771 I 
Richmond 
I   S39 Mahaltey Drive 
I    Ott By-Pass Road 
623 0771 I _ _ ££ _ _ _ M  M fir' 
Cany-Om 
VHUunai o- ■ 
Jan 3|. iase    ,.*>»«Vefy 
WhenyoumateapizmlrBgoo^ra 
PHONE-623-0771 
• 1985 LWr Cacur timifrtum. ax 
539 Mahaffey Drive  
i   i H ICON COUPON CCH If ON 
i 
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Alpha Eta Rho 
grants charter 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organization*! editor 
Harold Wood, a representative 
from the international aviation 
fraternity. Alpha Kta Rho. will 
present a new charter to the 
university Friday. 
According to Coordinator of 
Aviation Programs. Wilma Walker, 
professor of geography and 
planning. 2"0 names were submitted 
loathe fraternity laet semester. 
The organization agreed to grant 
the charter request and is sending 
a representative from San Diego to 
present the charter. 
Since then, more students have 
voiced their interest in joining. 
There will be 35 students 
receiving the charter. 
A dinner will he held at 6 p.m. in 
Koom A of the Powell Building 
Cafeteria to commemorate the 
occasion. 
The actual presentation of the 
charter and speeches by aviation 
personalities will take place at 7M5 
p.m. in the room. 
Eta Kappa* Upsilon was selected 
by Walker as the local chapter name 
for the group. 
The Creek letters Alpha Eta Rho 
stand for AIR. 
The group was founded in 1929 at 
the University of Southern 
California and was led bv Professor 
Karl Hill of USC until his death in 
I9.r>() 
The purpose of the fraternity is 
four-fold. 
Group plays 
board games 
The Ix'xinglon Historical Uamers 
Society will present their annual 
game convention Saturday at the 
Holiday Inn North. Bluegrass 
Pavillion. 
Events will begin at 10 p.m. and 
will run continuously until the con- 
vention clo.ses at midnight. 
A variety of role-playing games, 
miniature historical war games and 
board game will be featured. 
An auction and painting contest 
are also scheduled. 
Dealer booths will be set up for 
viewing and purchasing. 
There is a $6 admissions-charge 
for the day's events which will !«■ 
collected at the door. ■ 
For further information contact 
Dennis Smail or Joyce Anderson at 
2oft-36H or 272-MM2K. 
It attempts to instill confidence in 
the minds of the public, promote 
relationships between students of 
aviation and those already in the 
business, and provide an affiliation 
for studetns .of aviation to enhance 
their education and research. 
Students involved in the aviation 
program see the new Charter to be 
of definite benefit. 
"I think it is important to further 
the aviation program in 
Kentucky.''said organization 
president Samuel Mason, a senior 
police administration major from 
Cincinnati. 
The aviation program at the 
university has grown since it was 
first introduced two years ago. 
Last fall, a minor in aviation was 
added to the list offered by the 
university. 
Walker said commercial pilots' 
classes are offered for the first time 
this semester. 
Mason has seen the interest in the 
aviation programs grow. 
"It grows each semester. There's 
a lot of people who want to fly, but 
are not aware of the 
programs,"Mason said. 
RuShinq  the fence Progress photo/Rob Carr 
Member''; of Theta Chi fraternity put up a sign on the fence on 
Lancaster Avenue. Fraternity Rush began last week. 
mpus clips 
Bowling team 
The EKU Bowling Team is 
recruiting members for the new 
season. 
Interested bowlers should contact 
Wayne Harrison at 622-5740 for 
information* about try-outs, the* 
team schedule and team meetings. 
Ice cream social 
The Associate Degree Student 
Nursing Association is sponsoring 
an ice cream social at 11:45 a.m., 
Friday on the third floor of the 
Row let t Building. 
The social is open to the public 
free of charge. 
International students 
The International Student 
Association will hold its first 
general meeting at 9 p.m. on Sept. 
11. 
The meeting will be held in the 
Jaggers Room of the Powell 
Building. 
Both international and American 
students are encouraged to attend. 
Fall activities begin       Intramural deadlines 
Kappa Delta Tau invites all 
women interested in service 
activities to attend their fall get* 
togethers. 
All of the meetings will begin at 
8:45 p.m. 
The first meeting will be held on 
Sept. 10 in the Walnut Room of the 
Keen Johnson Building. Short dress" 
attire is suggested. 
Two meetings will be held in the 
lobby of McGregor Hall. One will be 
Sept. 12 and the other Sept. 17. 
Casual clothing may be worn. 
On Sept. 19. the meeting will be 
located in the Herndon Lounge of 
the Powell Building. Short dress 
attire is suggested. 
For additional information 
contact Beth Sininger at 622-4567. 
Date set for event 
The American Society of Interior 
Designers announce their annual 
"Back to the ole drawing board 
party." 
The party will be from 5:30 to 8:30 
p.m. on Sept. 10 at the Mule Barn. 
There will be a $2.50 charge. 
A singles tennis tournament, a 
track meet and a golf tournament 
will be sponsored by the Division of 
Intramural Programs. 
Deadline for entries in the sports 
is 4 p.m.. Sept. 11. 
The track meet will be held at 7:30 
p.m. on Sept. 17 with the raindate 
set for Sept. 24. 
For information concerning entry 
and n«les contact the intramural 
office at 62*2-1244 or stop by the 
office in Begley 202. 
Rehearsals begin 
Rehearsals for the Eastern Dance 
Theatre's performance for the 
Woodland Park Dance Festival will 
begin following the 6 p.m. technic/ue 
class in the Weaver Dance Studid 
today. 
Anyone interested in joining is 
welcome to participate. 
The festival will take place on 
Sept. 29 and will feature dancers 
from around the state. 
For more information, contact 
Virginia Jinks at 1901. 
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Club debates 
morality idea 
By Suzanne Staley 
Organizations Editor 
Kenny l-oggins isn't the only one 
telling peop|e to cut loose. 
The Philosophy Club encourages 
the audience to be active 
participants in the Oxford-style 
debates with cheers of approval for 
points they agree with or boos for 
comments they don't, like at all. 
"Everybody in the audience turns 
loose," said Dr.Robert Miller, 
chairman ol the philosophy and 
religion department. 
Approximately 400 people packed 
the Clark Koom of the Wallace 
Huilding each time the club holds a 
debate, according to Miller. 
"We like jamming people in. 
There were even people standing in 
the hall outside at the last 
debate."he said. 
The idea l>ehindlhe debates is to 
give philosophy students the 
opportunity to hear alternate views 
of a topic using the arguemenl at its 
best, according to l)r Bonnie Gray, 
professor of philosophy and religion. 
"The overall point is to get 
philosophy student s to Understand 
that thinking is IM'SI when done 
where there        is much 
involvement, "said Miller. 
The topic of the debate set for 
7:30 p.m.. Sept. 10 is "What's the 
point of being moral?" 
"I see it as an important topic. It 
is something everyone must deal 
with, "said (iray. 
Three professors will each take a 
different position in the debate. 
(iray will lake the position that <1 
person should do what is moral 
because of a feeling of responsibility 
to mankind or a sense of duly to a 
higher reason 
Totally opposite to Gray's 
position is Dr. Ron Messerich. 
associate professor of philosophy 
and religion. 
He will alltempt to proVe that 
being moral is pointless and man 
has no duly to do what is moral. 
In the" middle, yet totally 
separate, will be Miller's position. 
He will argue thai brine moral is 
only for the sake of get ting along in 
s«H-ial relationships. It is constantly 
changing because of this. 
The debate itself will consist of a 
round where the debaters will each 
lake 10 minutes to argue their 
position, according to Miller. 
Then  there  are  two   rounds ol 
rebuttals. 
Miller said that this is when the 
audience really gels involved. 
Questions may be asked by 
members of the audience during the 
rebuttals. 
"People think better if their ideas 
are challenged." added Miller. 
The   debaters   choose   which, 
position they will lake before ihe 
debate. 
"We generally believe whal we're < 
saying and  we like lo defend our- 
position."said Miller. 
The Philosophy Club has no set 
membership, according to Miller 
"There are officers. Hut as for the 
actual membership, it is open to 
anyone, "said Miller. 
The group holds about live 
meetings ;> semester, including 
debates and special speakers 
Support 
furnished 
by group 
-By Suzanne Staley 
Organizations editor 
Kducation is probably the most 
important part of college students' 
lives. 
For returning students, education 
is only a portion of their everyday 
lives. 
The Association of Returning 
Students attempts to provide these 
students with a peer group, said 
Charlotte Denny, adviser and 
director of Student Special Services. 
One goal of the organization is lo 
help the student gel adjusted to 
college life, according to Pat Fugate. 
treasurer and senior nursing major. 
''For some it is difficult to get 
back into the routine of 
studying."Fugate said. 
The organization also provides a 
support group to assist members in 
dealing with common problems of 
returning students. 
Concerns as child care and time 
management are important to 
students. Fugate said. 
According to Fugate. the support 
group is important because it gives 
students the opportunity to talk 
"It's nice just to get 
together, "Fugate said. 
The group tries to celebrate each 
member's birthday. 
On Friday, members are planning 
a pot-luck dinner in honor of one 
member's birthday. 
The group will be attending the 
football game on Saturday and 
sitting together in ihe same section. 
Other events cited later in the 
month include a car wash, hiking 
trip and a picnic. 
The car wash has a tentative dale 
set for Sept. 21. 
The hiking trip and a picnic in 
Lexington are still in the planning 
for later in the month. 
Us •      -^ 
-9 TCP* 
'■^           i 
^Jmmt^   f 
v       W 
xcjn Street 
KY 40475 
051 
HAIR AND SKIN CARE      II 
112 St Q* 
Rlcfwnond, 
'80fl) 823-3 
HOURS: Mon.'Sat 9a.m. to 5p.m. 
wt 
-Appointment helpful 
Evenings Wednesday and Thursday, 8 
Sy appointment 
Eddie & Nancy Wray J 
SCHOLARSHIP 
WINN 
Tuition $400.00   Sabrina Jones 
Martin Hall 
Dorm Fee   $300.00   Angie Phillips 
Clay Hall 
Textbooks   $100.00   Gary Miller 
BroGkton 
We Do Give V™. Unrci ..*"■"*        Hill,   W*— .\ 
University Book & Supply   
The Student's Bookstore 
52£LEastarn By-pass. Off-campus 
- -* 
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Domino's Pizza Delivers 
Free. DOMINO'S PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
We don't charge for delivery. 
Never have. Never will. And we 
guarantee it. 
Domino's Pizza Delivers 
Late at night, d 
We're open Sunday through 
Thursday from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
Friday and Saturday from 11 a. m 
to  3 a.m. 
Study late without starving. 
Party without pangs. 
Clip this menu and 
keep it near your phone. 
If we ever fail to deliver your 
pizza in 30 minutes or less, it's 
All Domino's Pizzas are made 
with 100% real dairy cheese 
and our special blend of sauce. 
Our Superb Cheese Pizza 
12" cheese 5.25 
16" cheese 7.25 
Additional Items 
12"   $ .85 per item 
16"   $1.25 per item 
Pepperoni    Mushrooms Ham 
Onions        Anchovies Black Olives 
Sausage     Green Peppers   Ground Beef 
Hoi Peppers 
Extra Cheese 
Extra Thick Crust 
Callus. 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Hours' 
11a.m.to 2am Sunday-Thursday 
11 am to 3am Friday and Saturday 
DOMINO'S 
DELIVERS 
«   1985 Domino s Pi/za. Inc 
Limited Delivery Area 
Our drivers carry less than V/0 
YOUR QUARTERS 
FOR THE 
LAUNDRY! 
Why pay "other" pizza stores 55c, 
65C or 75c for a Coke? Why pay 
a vending machine 50c? Heck, 
why pay anybody? 
COKES! 
2 free 12-oz. Cokes with every 
12-inch pizza. 4 free 12-oz. 
Cokes with every 16-inch 
pizza. 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Otter expires September 30. 1985 
One coupon per pizza 
Limited delivery area 
Our drivers carry less than $20 
Not valid with any other oilers 
DOMINO'S- 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
FREE. J 
i 
V - 
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ONE IS 
SOMETIMES 
MORE THAN 
TWO. 
Some pizza stores sell their pizza 
in ten-inch pairs, leading you to 
believe you get more pizza for 
your money. 
It's not true. 
Remember this from high 
school Geometry? 
The area of a circle is equal to 
ir(3.14) times the radius squared. 
A - ITXR2. 
Using that equation, we deter- 
mine that the area of a 16-inch 
Domino's Pizza is 200.96 square 
inches. A good deal more than 
157 square inches ... the com- 
bined area of two ten-inch "other" 
pizzas. 
See figs. 1 and 2 below. 
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One Sixteen inch Domino's Two Ten-inch "Other" pizzas 
Pizza. .200 96 square inches of      totalling only 157 square inches 
Guaranteed Delicious Pizza. of pizza 
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ass. 
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Half a sixteen-inch Domino's Pizza 
100 48 square inches 
An entire ten-inch Other pizza 
78 5 square inches 
OUR 
WELCOME BACK 
E.K.U. SPECIALS! 
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Our superb 121nch 
Cheese Pizza, just 
2.99 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Offer expires Septemb»r I I 1985 
Limited delivery area. 
Our drivers carry less Iffen $20 
Additional toppings spttially priced 
at SO cents each! ■ 
Not valid with any oth* offers. 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
FREE.    J\ 
Our superb 16-Inch 
Cheese Pizza, just 
4.99 
623-7724 
119 South Collins 
Offer expires September I I 1985 
Limited delivery area 
Our drivers carry less than $20. 
Additional toppings specially priced 
at 95 cents each1 
Not valid with' any other offers 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS 
LOOK FOR OUR 
WEEKLY SPECIALS 
EVERY THURSDAY 
IN THIS 
NEWSPAPER! 
Sometimes free toppings. Some- 
times reduced prices. Always 
something worth cutting out. 
And always delivered to your 
door in thirty minutes or less. 
X 
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Arts/Entertainment 
Theater holds 
series of firsts 
for 20th year 
"Pink Dress,  Sycamore Sticks and Flowered 
Cushion' by Ron Isaacs 
Faculty display 
talents in show 
Center Panel for the First Tuscan Altarpiece' by 
harles Helmuth 
1 |H||| 
Neutral Series' by Betsy Kurtzinger 
Progress photos/Rob Carr 
By Darenda Dennis 
Arts editor 
The Faculty Art Exhibition will 
continue until Sept. 26. This is an 
annual event for the university. 
The art department's faculty have 
submitted examples of their art 
work in the Giles Gallery. 
Phillip Harris, ceramics instruc- 
tor, submitted two stoneware wall 
platters and three elegantly 
designed knives. The most 
interesting is entitled ''Camp 
Knife." which features an antler for 
its handle. 
Betsy Kurzinger. graphic design 
instructor, displays a black and 
while silk screen of abstract images 
and several other interesting works. 
Kon Isaacs, painting and drawing 
nstructor. uses the idea of 
trompe'loi to fool his viewers. 
He creates an image of flowing 
cloth and texture on ply v. xl 
constructions. 
It makes you want to reach out 
and touch it. 
Isaacs places a figure of a dog in 
every piece. Sometimes it's obvious, 
but most of the time it is not. 
My favorite of the series is done 
by Donald Dewey. printmaking in- 
structor. He features a series of 
works in mixed media that creates 
a strong sense of mystery. 
Randolph   Dozier.  drawing  and 
design instructor, shows a nature 
scene in charcoal. 
Charles  Helmuth,  painting and 
\ design instructor, submitted a char- 
coal drawing on canvas. 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
Atu.1 they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceuson the left 
means you're port of ahealth care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
i)Ot the exception. Trie jjolu1 bar 
• >ii the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
( lilton. NJ 07015 Or call toll free l-800-USArARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE All YOU CAN BE. 
' x  s  >. a_5 ,»NVNX\\vvv>.\\\.N< 
KAPPA ALPHA THETA 
ti  fixoutl of it 1     tl£lV 
INITIATES 
jill Schmidt 
1 iffany Patrick 
Clare Brown 
Lisa Gentry 
Amy Abrarm 
' • aci Parclla 
and PLEDGES 
Natalie Balyeat 
Fllen Baxter 
Heather  Buntm 
Lisa Clifford 
Chellie Creamer 
Michelle- Dix 
Pam Gibson 
Tonia Gordon 
Amy Gross 
Susan Hardy 
Lisa Henson 
Lisa House 
Courtney Kosid 
Lisa Obensham 
Megan Sanders 
Tern Sweeney 
Amy Theilmeier 
Vick. White 
Susie Wilson 
Pam Wise 
Mary ' Muffet" Wright 
KA9 
Review 
Daniel Deane, art education in- 
structor, submitted the 
"Philosopher" in charcoal. 
Juanita   Todd.   painting   and 
drawing  instructor,  uses  vibrant 
colors to create playful images in a. 
strange two and throe dimensional 
way. 
Tim Olotzhach, jewelry and 
metalsmithing instructor, 
submitted a brooch of bright colors 
and a grid container of sterling andr 
bronze. 
Dennis Whitcopf. professor of 
sculpture, entered four black and 
white nature photos, and a carved 
wooden piece. "Kip and Tuck." 
B. Carroll dale submitted a color 
photo on afgachrome speed film. 
Darryl Halhrooks. painting in- 
structor, captured attention with 
his humorous caricatures. 
Finally. Richard Adams, 
chairman of the department, 
entered a large cast polyster resin 
sculpture. 11 creates movement with 
simple elements in a sophisticated 
color scheme. 
H.v Darenda Dennis 
Arts editor 
This year will prove to IK- U test 
irt   firsts   and   premieres   for   the 
theatre and music departments 
Kor the first time in the theatre 
department's 20 years, they will 
present a full scale production of an 
opera. 
.or only the second time in the 
history of the department, a 
production will IM- entered in the 
American College Theatre festival 
in Louisville. 
One of Broadway's most recent 
smashes will make a Kentucky 
premiere at the university's I'earl 
Urn him.HI Theatre. 
Tlie first of four scheduled 
productions will IH- a Broadway 
musical. "Working'' is.based on the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning hook l>\ 
Studs Terkel. 
"Working' is a musical salute to 
the working men and women of 
America." said its director. Homer 
Tracy. 
"It realistically portrays the core 
of America. It is extremely well 
written." continued Tracy 
It was adapted by Stephen 
Schwartz and .Vina Fasco. 
"The characters are all of various 
types, a construction worker, a 
secretary, an executive, a housewife 
and blue collar workers are 
represented through the course of 
this one work day." said Tracy. 
In addition to rehearsals, the cast 
will also take several field trips 
They will visit an assembly line, 
among other places, to give them a 
real feeling for'the part. 
They will also attend a panel 
discussion of various occupations. 
Tracy said, "in order to give the cast 
a feel for their parts and to observe 
the work force and how individuals 
approach their jobs. 
"All attempts will be made for 
realism. As a director, 1 intend for 
the musical to grasp the reality of 
what it is like to work." 
Opening night will be Oct. 2 and 
will run through Oct. 5. It will l>e 
performed in the (iifford 'Theatre 
nightly at 7:10 p.m. 
Auditions for the second play of 
the year, "'The Bacchae." will be- 
held Sept.  12-13. 
This production will be the 
university's entry in the American 
College 'Theatre Festival in 
Louisville. 
'This is only the second entry ever 
from the university's theatre 
departments. Mill Logan will direct 
the piece by Kuripides. 
According to Dan Kobinelte. 
director of the theatre department, 
the lack of entering is not a fault of 
the university, but of the slate. 
Most all of the colleges and 
universities in the state will perform 
a play. At the end of the show a 
panel of critics will critique their 
performance and select the mosl 
interesting. 
It is based on the battle for the 
soul bet ween a king and a god. 
It will IH- performed Oct. 30 
through Nov. 2 at the (iifford 
'Theatre. 
Kor the first time, the department 
will present a full-scale production 
of an opera. "The Bartered Bride." 
a comic opera, is composed by 
Bedrich Smelana. directed by Bill 
Logan and conducted by David 
(Jreenleaf. 
"The Bartered Bride will hold 
only two performances. Feb. '27 and 
March I in the Brock Auditorium. 
"Dancing In The F.nd Zone." one 
of Broadway's mosl recent hits, will 
wind up the year's performances. 
It was written by Bill Davis and 
will be directed by Kobinette. 
Kobinelte said he felt this was a 
very timely dilemma facing many of ' 
today's top athletes 
The play depicts an athlete's 
overwhelming desire to play 
football. ev«n if il requires a bout 
with drugs. 
The play will open April 16 - 19 in 
the Pearl Buchanan Thettre. 
IN CONCERT 
THE VOLTAGE BROTHERS 
Thursday-Sept.  5- 8 p.m. 
in the RAVINE 
NO Admission Charge 
If Rainy Weather 
Brock Auditorium 
(Coates Administration Building) 
Presented 
By 
CENTER 
Ta lernKenlucky Unlverutv 
/Vr%.<rV""> 
Voltage 
to play 
tonight 
By Darenda Dennis 
Arts editor 
Tonight.   Center   Board   will 
sponsor another concert in Brock 
Auditorium. 
The Voltage Brothers, from 
Atlanta. Ga„ are an eleven-piece 
bund featuring a seven-piece 
rhythm section, ten lead vocalists 
and four horns. 
The band performs selections 
from a variety of musical selections. 
Including jazz. funk, rock and their 
own original material. 
The entire unit of IK. claims the 
same last name. Voltage. 
The "family" originated in 
Rochester. NY., in 1968. with a 
Kroup of youngsters ranging from 
the ages of 11 to 17. 
At that time they were hilled as 
the Destinations. 
In the In-ginning of their careers 
;is the Destinations, the group was 
made up of only four musicians. 
Later they were managed by Jerry 
(iriffin. 
A name change soon followed, 
along with the addition of another 
musician and three permanent 
roadies. Now they were known us 
the Funky Heavy family. 
(iriffin adopted the young per- 
formers, not only does he play the 
role of manager, but also that of 
their father. 
In 1975. more additions were 
made to the bund in the way of 
assistant manager and stage 
manager. Again, a name change was 
decided upon. 
In I97K. the Brothers recorded 
their first album with Lifesong 
llecords. a distributor of ('US 
Records. 
At present, they have recorded 
two album's and three singles. 
"Happening In the Streets." 
"Throw Down" and "Feelinir 
Good." 
According to a press release from 
Fast Coast Fnlertainment. Inc.. the 
Voltage Brothers have performed in 
three riool .lazz Festivals. 
In addition, they have also 
appeared with the "O'Jays. Gladys 
Knight and the Pips, Earth, Wind 
and Fire. Grover Washington, 
Teddy Pendergrass, Kool and the 
Gang, Brick and many more." 
In 19HT, the group signed with 
Fast Coast Fnlertainment. Inc. 
They are responsible for their ap- 
pearances in the National Associa- 
tion for Campus Activities' 
showcases. 
In 19H5. the Voltage Brothers 
signed a recording contract with the 
MTM Music Group. Their first 
single, "Criminal Love." was 
released in June. 
The Voltage Brothers will appear 
tonight in the Brock Auditorium at 
8 p.m. 
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Clutterpeople 
lack neatness 
Orson Welles as Harry Lime in The Third Man' 
International films feature 
styles of many directors 
By Darenda Dennis 
Arts editor 
The International Film Series will 
begin Sept. I () at 7:.'i() p.m. in Room 
IOH in the Crahbe Library. 
According to Dr. Donald Cain. 
coordinator, the scries is provided to 
help international students feel 
more at home. It also helps other 
students become more aware of the 
international students environment. 
Cain said approximately 75 to KM) 
students attend the films annually. 
The first film to be featured. 
"Diuholiquc." is directed by Henri' 
Georges Clouzot, It is basically a 
French horror film. 
"It's a real hair raiser." suid Cain. 
"The Man in the White Suit" will 
lx- presented Sept. 17. 11 is u British 
comedy starring Alec (luiness. who 
plays a mousy Fnglish inventor who 
invents a "miraclecloth". This cloth 
cannot be soiled, lorn or worn out. 
He demonstrates it to the textile 
industry and immediately' they, and 
everyone else, are out to desl roy 
him. 
On Oct. N.'Yojimbo" will show. 
This is a Japanese film directed by 
Akira Kurosawa. 
"This is u very black comedy," 
Cain suid. 
The film was later translated into 
western culture and Starred Clint 
Fast wood. 
"M." u Germah film, will he next 
on the list. 11 is directed by Fritz 
Lang. This film made I'eter Lorre an 
international star. It is a true story 
dealing with a siring of child 
molestings that occurred in 
Dusscldorf. Germany in 1929. 
On Oct. 22. "8 '»'•" will be 
leatured. This is a film directed by 
I'cdcrico Fellini. According to Cain, 
ii is an autobiography based on 
Fellini s attempt to create another 
movie. 
"The  Magician."  Oct.  29.  was 
directed by  Ingmar Bergman. 
Bergman  maintains  that  he is a 
magician ol t he cinema and sets out 
to prove it in this film. 
"The Private Life of Henry the 
XIII."will be featured Nov. 5. This 
was the first film from the Brilish 
film industry that was 
internationally important. The film 
follows through Henry the XII Is 
six wives, 
new balance Reebok SB 
! (Qconvmii) adldas^lr   8P* 
By-Pass, NtVi in Holiday Inn 
Bring This Coupion 
$300off  ,     i 
T "^ our low price    | 
one coupon per pair 
Expires 9-16-85 | 
NOBLE ROMAN'S 
DELIVERS A BETTER 
PIZZA. BETTER. 
CALL MOBLE ROMAN'S. 
Now you can have all three kinds of great tasting Noble Roman's 
pizza delivered Iresh. hof and last 
Our fre-i delivery operators are standing by Irom 11:00 AM to 1:00 AM 
Sunday thru Wednesday and 11:00 AM thru 2:00 AM Thursday thru 
Saturday to take your order. Just call 623-4573 and watch Noble 
Romans turn into Moble Roman's. 
SSfAOSTICKS 
W/SMCV 
CHffSI   DIP 
SIM (SI 
•1.21 
e»c* tasi 
SS.7S 
Witn 
ICKMM 
Of MOMSTf R 
10  MT BOUND 
14   H T WOUND 
10   MONSriR 
LO MONsrift 
MEO   SICILIAN 
LO   SICILIAN 
»T'S 
TsTT 
I t 
Topping    Topping, 
»3?5   I    t3?i 
Toppli.Jl 
50 
Cou_ OMl Co*a (I • oi I 7M 
Pnc«* mciud« la. 
11:00 a.m. thru 2:00 a.m. Thursday thru Saturday 
11:00 a.m. thru 1:00 a.m. Sunday thru Wednesday 
^C23-4573 
Limited Delivery Area 
Minimum $5.00 
Delivery Order 
"The Seduction of Minn.'' Nov: 
12. was directed by Lina 
Uertmuller. The film stars the 
character Mimi. who finds himself 
in trouble after voting for the wrong 
political party. 
He leaves his wife and child 
behind, lo escape to another city, 
where he falls in love willAinother 
woman anil lathers her child. He 
(hen decides to go back home, only 
to find his wile is having an affair 
with an Army officer. He feels the 
only way lo avenge himself is lo 
sleep with the Army officer's wife. 
The linal film in the series will In- 
shown Nov. 19 "The Third Man" is 
directed by Carol Kccel. It features 
Vienna after World War 11. A writer 
discovers his friend. Hurry Lime, 
who has been missing for some time, 
is dead.  Harry Lime is played by 
( IISIIII   Welles 
Cain said the climax in this 
thriller is a chase through the sewer 
system. 
"We want studi-nts lo meet each 
oi her and raise questions, cspi-ciuUy 
(hose from dilferenl cultures." Cain 
said. 
When I die. there's certainly one 
thing that I can rest assured of, anil 
that is. the minister will certainly 
not include the words neat or. 
organized to help lo describe some 
of my belter qualities. 
Organization and neatness have 
never been on my list of 
accomplishments. Thai's not lo say 
that I'm not responsible, it's just 
that I don't always' know where 
Ihings are and from the mess in my 
"spaces." that fuel is obvious. 
Most "clutterpeople" are familiar 
with their duller. Whal I'm Irving 
to say is. yes. they might be messy. 
but nine chances out of (en. they 
know where everything is at a 
moments notice. 
My desk at The Progress is a 
pretty good example of my duller 
At our first staff meeting of the 
year, we were informed (hut our 
desks should IM- kept neat and clean 
Well, right away. I knew I was in 
(rouble. I knew immediately lha( I 
would not be able lo handle that 
monstrous task. 
But. nevertheless, I figured I 
would try for the benefit of my 
fellow colleagues. 
My desk has been what most 
would call ''neat" for a total of one 
day...lhe first one. of course. 
Hut. I suppose my closet is the 
IM-SI example of my inability to keep 
(rack of Ihings. 
To the average passer-by. my 
room looks tidy, but most 
importantly it looks like everything 
has a place and everything is in its 
place. 
BKWARK. don't open the closet. 
That's my favorite place for 
everything from tattered photo 
albums to my popular collection of 
lur balls' 
In the mad rush of lust minute 
bousecleaning, I lend to throw 
literally anything into that handy 
dandy, collect-all closet. 
The worsl part is. I never know 
where I've slashed things. Well. I 
know where the important ihings 
are like my toothpaste, clean 
underwear and. of course, my 
weekly stories. However, my 
homework doesn't ulways leap right 
out at me. 
Hut it's the little things lhat I can 
never find thai aggravates ihe devil 
out of me, like the infamous can 
opener, the phone book and above 
all else, my while moccasins. I never 
know where those darned shoes are 
Maybe the reason 1 never 
remember where I've thrown 
anything is that I like the element 
of surprise, or the thrill and 
suspense of the "hunt." Yea. 1 like 
that conclusion or excuse, which 
ever the case may be. 
It's not lhat I don't want to be 
organised. I just don't think it's in 
my genes. And besides. I don't have 
lime anyway. 
My       mother       hates      this 
And so 
dot, dot, dot 
Darenda Dennis 
characteristic about me. I have 
never seen anyone besides my mom 
so conscientious about everything 
having its own precious little place 
10 lu- 
She is the most organized person 
that I have ever ran across. F.ven 
her pantry is set up on a filing 
drawer-type system She keeps her 
vegetables In alphabetized 
classifications, for pete's sakes. 
For example, her green beans are 
all slacked and separuted from the 
pinto Beans and brown beans. On 
the next shelf, her cream-style corn 
is separuled from the buttered corn 
und so on and so forlh. 
She goes absolutely crazy, when 
she buys a can of mixed vegetables 
Here's my classic example of my 
mom's obsession with organization. 
Mom is an avid smoker, her 
ashtrays are divided into two 
sections, one side is for the bulls, 
the other for the ashes 
Bui (he one greal thing about it 
all is. she always knows where 
everything is. even mine, can you 
l>elieve that? 
(■ee thanks mom. I only wish you 
could find a couple more ihings for 
me. You know, those two amazing 
characteristics thut I've obviously 
just misplaced. 
Sheehan 
to lecture 
Dr. George Sheehan will speak in 
Brock Auditorium Sept. 17 at 8 p.m. 
Sheehan is the author of several 
books covering the sport of running. 
The lecture is free and open to the 
public. 
Scott Jones', a comedian/musician 
will perform Sept. 1'8 in Brock 
Auditorium. 
Jones combines the humor of a 
comedian with the skills of a 
musician. 
He has released four albums of 
original music and comedy on Flight 
Records 
He has done string, vocal and 
horn arrangements with LIPPS, 
Inc. on Casablanca Records. 
In addition, he has been 
nominated for the NACA National 
Campus Entertainment Awards. 
Get down to business faster. 
With the BA-35. 
If there's one thing business 
students have always needed, 
this is it: an affordable, busi- 
ness-oriented calculator. 
The Texas Instruments 
ii A  is   ,i,,. Sr,|,)eni Business 
Analyst. 
Its built-in huxness 
formulas let you perform 
 compHcared finance, 
accounting and statistical 
functions    the tines that 
usually require a lot of lime 
and a stack ot reference hooks, 
like present anil future value 
calculations, amortizations 
and balloon payments. 
The BA-15 means you  ' 
spend less time calculating, 
and m<»re time -learning. One 
keystroke takes the place 
ot many. ~ ' 
The calculator is just part 
of the package. You also get 
a Ixmk that follows most 
business courses: the Business 
AFUU'VM (luulfhtik Business 
professors helped us write it. 
to help you get the most out 
of calculator and classroom, 
A powerful combination. 
Think business. With 
the BA-55 Student      Bjm 
Business Analyst *V|F 
TFXAS 
INSTRUMENTS 
Creating useful products 
and services for you. 
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Sports 
Colonels face 
season opener 
against Akron 
By Mike Marsee 
Sports editor 
The Colonels' fiM>ll>ull team will 
begin Iheir quest for a fifth 
Consecutive Ohio Valley Conference 
championship Saturday afternoon 
The Colonels open the 19H5 
season against the L/niversity of 
\kron s passing attack at Hanger 
field l>.-Kinrnn»; at  1:30, 
The Colonels return 37 leltermen 
uuludinK two I9K-I AII-OVC 
selections: senior offensive tackle 
Joe Spadafino and junior linebacker 
I- red Harvey, who was also named 
OVC Defensive Player of the V*eai 
Head coach Hoy Kidd discussed 
the condition of the team position 
In position as they continue to 
prepare for the Sept. 7 opener 
against Akron at Hanger Field. 
On offense, the Colonels' entire 
olfensive line will return with the 
exception of two-time All-American 
center Chris Sullivan. Junior Myron 
fngram has switched from guard to 
center to fill the vacancy. 
With senior Keith Itosley and 
Spudafino at tackles and sophomore 
(iary breve and junior Caul Smith 
,II l he guard positions. Kidd has "a 
lust team of veterans.'' 
'Our' offensive line, tackle to 
lukle. can lie better than it was a 
\,-.ir ago because of experience." 
Kidd said. 
Senior Simon Codnnglon. who 
«as       declared       academically 
ineligible, was expected to provide 
experience at tight end. "Losing 
Codringlon could hurt us if the 
other two guys don't come on." 
Kidd said. Those "other two guys" 
are senior Jay Henderson and 
sophomore Kicky Williams, whom 
Kidd said catch better than 
Codringlon. but do not block as well 
or run as fast. 
Senior Isaiah Hill, junior Alvin 
Mlounl and sophomores Frank 
Davis and Scott Draudl return at 
wide receiver joining freshman Mike 
Cadore. the fastest man on the 
team. 
Cadore. who was redshirted as a 
true freshman last year, ran the 
10-yard dash in 4.39 seconds. 
Junior Vic Carks. who Kidd called 
"as good a fullback as there was in 
the conference last year." is joined 
at that spot by David Hensley. who 
has moved from tailback, and 
freshman Tim Jurgens. 
James Crawford, a junior in his 
first season with the Colonels, has 
won the starting job at tailback. He 
will l>e backed up by recruit Kiroy 
Harris and converted defensive 
kick Danny Copclafi'd. 
Kidd had reservations about the 
move of Copeland to tailback. "I 
think our football team needs 
Copeland in the defensive 
backfield." he said. 
The quarterback position was a 
loss-up    between   juniors   (Jreg 
Mike Whitaker runs away from deWmfer during 
ne    Hank' 
I'arker and Mike Whitaker until late 
last week. Kidd said Whitaker "has 
looked good on most occasions." but 
added that Carker has the edge in 
experience. Whitaker has not seen 
action in a game situation for two 
years. 
Kidd decided only recently to 
start Whitaker in Saturday's 
opener. 
The leading defensive ends are 
senior Joe Maunlel and juniors 
John Klingel and Slan Tyson. "I 
think ... we're solid at end." said 
Kidd 
According to Kidd. senior Kolx-rt 
Calmer, junior Mike Murphy and 
sophomore Aaron Jones give the 
team three experienced defensive 
tackles. 
Nose guard Kuger 
suffered a brokenleg in a scrimmage 
last week and is lost for the season. 
Kidd said Hanks' loss hurts the 
team, but he now* turns to 
sophomores Leon Johnson and 
Harold Torrcns to fill the hole in the 
middle. 
Harvey and senior Kon Davis lead 
the linebackers.They will be without 
Anthony Johnson, who chose not to 
return for his senior year. 
"My biggest concern on defense 
is the secondary, said Kidd. Senior 
Jeff Walker is recovering from a 
broken leg. junidr Robert Williams 
is coming off knee surgery, and 
senior Hobfc/y Hkannrll  returns at 
Progress oholo/Chris Niblock 
practice 
<  "I III'I  Ij.ll   k 
Cat Smith, a junior, has been 
moved from quarterback to free 
xafety. a move Kidd called "a great 
sacrifice." 
The kicking game remains in 
doubt with the punting job still 
open and junior kicker Dale Dawson 
having reported this fall with a lorn 
muscle. Kidd said Dawson may not 
be ready when the season opens. 
The Colonels, like most learns, 
have suffered several injuries during 
practice, but Kidd doesn't know as 
vet how much they will hurt his 
learn. 
"In our league, lo be successful 
you've got to stay healthy," Kidd 
said 
13 new recruits join veterans on swim team 
H.V Mike Mar sec 
Sports editor 
The university's head swimming 
coach. Dan I.ichly. has completed a 
summer on the recruiting trail As 
a result, the swimming program has 
I H new swimmers and (livers for Ihe 
coining season. 
'This is the t>esl recruiting year 
we have had in a long, long time." 
said l.ichty Of the IM athlete*, six 
men and 1 2 Women, five have been 
given Ail-American honors. 
Jon Cenkner. of North Versailles. 
I'a.. and Hob Greene, ol Davlona 
Heach. Ha., were named junior 
college All-Americans at Daylona 
Heach Community College. 
Hobbi Jo Hrannick of Canton. 
Ohio, was a three-time high school 
All-American, while Laura Stanley 
of ('mi iniinaii. Ohio, was honored 
twice in high school. 
Calti YannuXzi of Hinghamplon. 
N.Y.. was named NCAA Division 
11 f All-American at Fairmont Slate 
(W.Va.j University. 
Other recruits for the men's team 
are Jeff Kalk. Cincinnati. Ohio: 
S(%>lt Krelzschmar. Huh mono1; 
Charles Miller. Springfield. Ohio; 
and Hob Stokes. Kinghamplon. 
NY. 
Hecruils for the women s team 
include Janice Dagen. Vero Heach. 
Ph.; Debbie Houser. Columbus, 
Ohio; Lee| Livesay, Louisville; 
Michelle Thompson. I .aw renceburg. 
Ind.: Terri Terrell. Ashland: Catli 
(ierdes and Terri Hicks, both of 
Cincinnati. Ohio; Leslie Davis. 
Dayton. Ohio: and (iinny Ferguson. 
Charleslowrr. Ind. 
"This group of signees will l>e able 
to contribute immediately to our 
program." said Lichty, who is 
entering his llth season as the 
university's head swimming coach. 
The Colonels begin the 1985 
season, the 50th anniversary of 
Colonel Swimming, with the 
Maroon-White meet on Oct. 26. 
Golfers 
win   % 
tourney 
H.v Mike Marsec 
Sports editor 
The university golf team captured 
their fourth consecutive Ohio Valley 
Conference championship in the 
conference tournament in May. 
The team claimed their sixth OVC- 
title and their fifth in' the last six 
years, and this year they will pursue 
Middle Tennessee's conference 
record of five consecutive crowns 
from 196(J-fi4 
Junior HruceOldendick. who shot 
e.i ."i under par 211 in the 54-hole 
tournament, finished with a B-slroke 
lead over sophomore Nick 
Monlanaro in the individual 
scoring. 
Oldendick. who was later named 
OVC Golfer of the Year, shot two 
rounds of 70 and one round of 71. 
while Monlanaro shot 73. 74 and 70 
They were joined on the five-man 
AII-OVC learn by the golfers with 
the next three highest scores: Kevin 
liemy of Austin Ceay. who shot 211. 
Morehead" Stale's Scott Miller at 
220, and Chris Hrusovski of 
Youngstown State with 220. 
The remaining Colonel scores 
were good enough for first place in 
the team standings. Danny Carrelt 
shot 221. Tom Klenke fired a 222 
and Mike Crowe rounded out the 
scores with a 226. 
Head coach Lew Smither spoke 
well of his team's performance in the 
tournament. "All five players 
played exceptionally well,    he said. " 
The Colonels' team score of H70 * 
Was 13 strokes belter than Akron's 
HH7. Austin Ceay finished third with 
M97. and every other school finished 
al>ove 900. 
"We   finally played   the   way   I 
thought we were capable. These are 
the kind of scores our players should 
have l>een shooting throughout the .. 
season," Smither said. 
Smither had. in a sense, predicted 
bis team's win in the tournament 
last spring. "I made the statement 
that we were the team they had to 
heal." he said. 
THE PET CONNECTION 
We" have d Warm Heart for Cold Noses 
Bring this ad and we will give you aFREE COMET GOLDFISH 
Stop in Robbins Motel next to Recordsmnh on the By-Pas* 
and see our Large selection of 
Tropical Fish, Sntall Animals, Birds a»d Reptiles. 
Phorie-624-1 (ST\ 
Student Special 
$1.99    tax 
With Student I.D. 
Maxlcan-Amarican 
Rastaarant 
s 
First and Watar Struts 
Two Tacos 
with choice of 
Rice or Beans 
$5,040 FOR COLLEGE 
COULD BE YOURS 
IF YOU QUALIFY 
It's the Army Reserve's New G.I. Bill, and it's 
yours for tKe taking if you qualify to train in one 
of several skills available at a nearby Army Reserve 
unit. 
You could begin building up your college fund 
after only six months service, and you can acquire, 
up to $5,040, depending on your jime ir) the 
Army Reserve. 
You'll also enjoy a good part-time^salary while 
you're learning an interesting skill. You1%erve 
one weekend a month (usually) plus two weeks 
annual training and earn over-$l,225 a year to start. 
\ak about the New G.I. Bill. Stop by or call: 
US Army Recruiting Station 
630A UrWersily Shopping Center 
Richmond Kentucky 
Call 623-1270 
Spikers win 
twice at 
UK Classic 
By Mike Maraee 
■      Sports editor' 
The first results of this young 
school year came in during 'he long 
weekend when Oie Colonels' 
volleyball team took the first place 
trophy at the University of 
Kentucky Classic. 
In the annual tournament, held 
Sunday and Monday at Lexington's 
Memorial Coliseum, head coach Geri 
Polvino's team defeated Louisville' 
and the host team, Kentucky, to 
claim the championship. 
In Sunday's match, the Colonels 
defeated Louisville 1-16, 12-15, 15-0. 
16-14. 16-8. 
Having already lost two games to 
the Cardinals, the Colonels were 
down 13-5 in what could have been 
the final game, but they came back 
to win the game, and eventually the 
match. 
In the other opening match, 
Kentucky defeated Morehead State 
to advance to the final game. 
The Colonels came back Monday 
afternoon to knock off Kentucky 
15-10, 4-15. 8-16. 16-14. 15-10, and 
win the tournament. 
Cathy Brett, a senior from 
Titusville. Fla., was honored as the 
tournament's most valuable player. 
Polvino said the award was ''a 
real victory for Cathy" because she 
was turned away by the previous 
Kentucky coaching staff. 
Junior Angela Boykins was 
named to the all-tournament team 
in addition to Brett. 
Polvino also praised the play of 
Debbie Dingman, a senior from 
Stratford, Ontario, saying she did 
an "outstanding job" for the 
Colonels. 
"She     put     in      a     senior^ 
performance." Polvino said. 
Polvino was also pleased with the 
performance of the bench, saying 
they were a key factor in the 
comeback victories. 
She pointed out that sophomore 
Sue Nanos came off the bench in the 
fifth game against Louisville with 
the game tied at eight and served 
five consecutive points to send the 
Colonels on the way to their first 
win. 
"We probably had more balanced 
Slav from everyone than we have 
ad in the past," Polvino said. 
She referred to her team as being 
"cohesive" during the tournament 
and said they played their two 
games with intensity. 
Polvino said her team gave "a 
storybook performance," winning 
the fourth game of each match by 
a 16-14 score to send the match to 
the deciding game. 
"This team played with a lot of 
heart," she said. 
Polvino said it was fortunate that 
the team was in good condition after 
preseason practices, because both 
matches in the tournament lasted 
well over two hours. 
The Colonels will now take their 
2-0 record to Cincinnati for a match 
with Xavier University on Monday 
night before returning to Weaver 
Gymnasium for the Colonel 
Invitational Sept. 13-14. 
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Stations 
to air 
games 
Wrapping it up Progress photo/James Morris 
Trainer Greg McMi'llen. left, wraps the ankJe of Coloneis center Mike Deluisco during a training 
session for football^ramers held at Alumni Coliseum recently. 
Cross country teams 
defend conference title 
ii\   Mikr MursiT 
Spur is editor 
A new cross i-oftitrv season find's 
the women's team infsearch of their 
'fourth consecutive Ohio Valley 
Conference championship und the 
men's Icamiseeks its'second 
straight title. • 
The women's  U-am  returns  six 
gunners   from   l.isi   year's   squad 
which, in addition to winning the 
conference    crown, .. won     the 
Colonels sweep All-Sporty 
By Mike Marxer 
Sports editor* 
The university's athletic  teams 
have swept the Ohio Valley Con- 
ference's All-Sports Championships' 
for the second consecutive year. 
The OVC has awarded an All 
Sports Trophy, symbolizing overall" 
athletic excellence within the con 
ference, for men's athletics since 
1!M>2". The first All-Sports Trophy 
for women was awarded in 198(1. 
The university is tin- only school to 
win both trophies in the same year. 
The Thampionships are given to 
the sohool which has earned the 
lughesi number of points in the 
light mm s sports and five women's 
sports^governed by the OVC. 
Points are distributed on the basis 
"IJinaf^conference standings in each 
individual sport. The points from 
each sport are then added lo 
determine a final point total and a 
winner. 
The university men's teams won 
conference crowns in cross country, 
golf and football, and took second 
in indoor track on their way lo their 
third All-Sports Championship. 
In the point standings, the men 
were second in both indoor and 
outdoor track, lied for second in 
basketball, lied for third in baseball 
and fourth in lennis. 
The university tallied 109.5 poinls 
overall. Murray Stale was second " 
with 97 points. Middle Tennessee 
was third with H5 and Auslin Peay 
followed with 62. 
The women, who captured their 
third straight All-Sports Trophy, 
won OVC lilies in cross country, 
•luldoor track and volleyball. They 
finished third in basketball and fifth 
in tennis for«u Aal of 68 points. 
MiddleTennessee finished second 
overall with 47 points, ahead of 
Austin Peay. who had 43 aoinls. 
Morehead Slate was feurlh-with 39 
poinls. lopping Tennessee Tech by. 
one point. 
Western Kentucky University 
has won, the'most All-Sports 
trophies, claiming 12 before they 
left the conference in 1982.' 
The univers^y wad presented 
with the trophies «t the'OVC's 
Honors Luncheon in Nashville on 
June 5. . «    • 
University of        Cincinnati 
Invitational and placed second in 
the Appalachian State Invitational 
The team is led \\y junior him 
Haglin. who finished second* in 
voting for 1984-85 OVC Women's 
Athlete of the Year and won the 
award the previous year. 
Sophomore Christine Snow also 
ret urns   to   the   Colonels.   Snow 
captured t !»• 6.000-meter run ai the 
,OVC   championship    meet   last 
October , 
Other returnees to the women's 
team are seniors Linda Davis and 
Paula Ourretl. junior Marilyn 
Johnson and sophomore Dione 
Johnson. 
Seven new runners join the learn, 
including junior college transfer 
Tracy Hrockiuan and six freshmen. 
According to Hick Krdmann. who 
is beginning his seventh season as 
heau track and cross country coach 
at Ihe university, the women s 
schedufr is extremely lough. 
Krdmann said the Colonels are 
facrng several schools from the Hig 
Ten Conference, the Southeastern 
Conference and the Atlantic Coast 
Conference in this season's meets. 
lie called ihe schedule "very 
demanding" for his young squad 
und said. "How well they do in the 
beginning  won't  be  indicative of 
how well they do at the end.'' 
•"I expect I hem lo win ihe OVC." 
Krdmann said, adding thai the 
strongest opposition in the 
conference would come from Akron 
and Murray State. 
I guess I'll IM' surprised if they 
lose." h|> s.iid 
Krdmann said he would have 
fewer men than women returning lo 
his teams. Jay Hodge, who won ihe 
men's OVC title meet, returns to the 
team, but this lima as a sludent 
assistant instead of a runner. 
Junior Steve Dully, who finished 
fifth in the OVC. returns to run. as 
'do sophomore Orssie liumpus and 
junior- Durrin Kinder. 
Krdmann saW he encouruged 
some of his runners from the truck 
team to come out for cross country.- 
"We have a lot of new people." he 
-.ml 
He said his goals for the U_-am are 
j'to improve as the season 
progresses and place in the lop three 
in the conference." 
The teams will open their 
respective seasons Sept. 14, but in 
diftHrenl locations. 
The women will compete in the 
Illinois Stale Invitational at 
Normal. III., while the men open 
with the Morehead Slate 
Invitational, 
By Mike Miir-.cc 
Sports editor 
Radio broadcasts of the 
university's football and basketball 
games will now be heard on a new 
flagship station in Richmond. 
An agreement was reached this 
summer between the university and 
radio stations WCHR-AM and 
V\ MCO-KM involving rights lo 
game coverage. 
Colonel radio broadcasts will also 
be heard on seven out-of-town 
stations from Kalmouth to Harlan. 
The previous flagship station. 
WKKY-AM. did not submit a bid 
for the righls before the deadline, 
according to university athletic 
director Don Combs. 
With the change of stations 
comes a change of announcers, as 
well. Play-by-play will now be done 
by Mill Mishop. and sports director 
Kyle Sowders will be the color 
commentator. 
According to Sowders. Mishop. a 
native of Cynlhiana with 19 years 
nl experience in sports 
broadcasting, was hired specifically 
lo do play-by-play for the games. 
Sowders. who has covered sports 
on radio for 10 years but just 
received his degree from the 
university in May. said it was "a 
once in a lifetime" opportunity for 
him. 
Itoger Mrown. program director 
lor the two stations, said the 
stations are promoting the 
broadcasts enthusiastically. "Its 
the biggest thing we have 
promoting right now." he said. 
According to Mrown. the formal 
lor pregame and poslgame shows 
will not change from thai of 
previous years, because the 
guidelines are set by ihe university. 
Clips needed 
Anyone, wishing to contribute 
items or announcements for this sec- 
tion concerning activities of a 
university-sponsored sport should 
contact Mike Marseeat 6221872 or 
deliver it in person to 117 Donovan 
Annex. 
Items will be printed on a first- 
come, first-served, space-available 
basis. 
CAROUSEL LIQUORS 
We Encourage Students to Stop Out 
and Take Advantage of Our Free Beverage Pesters 
te Decorate Yeer Walk 
The Little Store 
With 
i3ig Discounts 
RICHMOND PLAZA 
NEXT TO KMART 
RICHMOND. KY H0H1S 
-Jniifty   JJ^uctnmun   cA/Kotox   L'nn 
%23<> t'aiicxn  iBy-^OAi 
<zfxichmonij.,% -Kentucky  404'/$ 
STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
* a 
• ,1&*.95' 
•    » 
Single 
» 
With Student I.D. 
'    jWaterbed     .' 
Double Rooms 
.   * 623-8813 
Welcome Back 
EKU Students 
10%     discount with 
Student I.D. 
Good ttirough September 9th 
70 day layaway 
cAdatns 
sqpes 
Visa/Mastercard 
accepted 
Monday - Saturday 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Sunday 
1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
0 
CO 
u 
CD 
-C 
33 
CO 
ome Laundromat 
424 E. Main 2 
(Located across from The Maverick Club/ » 
"You wash or 
we'll wash for you." < 
Top loaders 75 t 
Double Loaders $1.00 
.03 
CO 
ty 
CD 
■-« 
CO 
Same day Wash & Fold Service 
Call 623-9803 , 
Hours:Mon-Sat.7:30 A.M.-8:00 P.M. 
S"       Sun. 9:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M. 
•a • 
* HAIR BIZ . 
BRING OUT YOUR BEST 
FOR BACK TO SCHOOL 
20%,OFF 
MAnicures, Pedicures ' 
•  and Sculptured Nail* 
30% 
OFF   ' 
^erms, Haircuts 
and color   ' 
213Q H0per Square Suite F 624-1273 or 1274 
». * ALL r^OR APPOINTMENT 
HOURS: 
.     •    |    Mon.- Sat. 9:00 a.m.- ? 
• i. .Sun. 1:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. 
• * 
Special runs thru moni.ii of September 
e    v 
HAIR Dig 
JLL 
. > 
- I 
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Hockey 
season 
opens 
By Mike Man.ee 
SporlN editor 
The Colonel  field  hockey  team 
bring! a young team into the 19H5 
campaign, reluming just 11 players 
from last year's squad. 
The team is coming back from 
their first losing season during head 
coach l.ynne Marvel's tenure at the 
university, finishing last year with 
a 7*13 record. 
"That wasn't much fun. Marvel 
said of her first "losing season. 
adding that her team is working 
hard for this season, conducting 
Ihreeaday practices during the 
holiday wi-ekend. 
It might lie a building year." 
s.ud Marvel, noting thai her team is 
rather young 
However, she said the newer 
players have shown improvement 
ami "the old people have come back 
ready to play " 
Among the old people" is senior 
goalkivper Siobhan Devlin, who was 
iniured during much of last season. 
but had a "superb" sophomore 
season, according to Marvel. 
"We're expecting a lot from her. 
She is the key person in our 
defense." Marvel said She added 
I li.il she sees more of the field from 
her position than do the other 
defensive players 
Marvel said most of t he Colonels' 
returning players are on defense, 
and that the defense should be 
reasonably strong. "We're almosl 
replacing our entire attack team." 
she said 
Games begin: 
A fan's guide 
Progress photo/Charles Pendlefon 
Robin Young, left, and Carol Van Winkle fight for the ball 
the right inside position. "Shell 
contribute a lot of goals." Marvel 
said. 
Marvel said this year's schedule 
Of the nine new players on this 
year's squad, two are junior college 
transfers. Harli l<ecoque. who plays 
the center link position, comes to 
the Colonels from Ocean County 
I.V.I | Community College 
Marvel said U-coqui'came "very 
highly recommended." She also said 
l.ecoque has been scoring well in 
practice, and is expected to start in 
i be Sept. 14 opener. 
Kalhy Branch, a forward, played' 
her first two years at llarford iMd.f 
Community College and is 
extremely fast, according to Marvel 
"She has a good shot on goal, anil 
has dope a lot of scoring," Marvel 
said. 
7 
The remaining new faces are all 
freshmen. Marvel said having so 
many new players "makes life 
difficult." She said the biggest 
adjustment will be teaching them 
how the Colonels system of play 
works. 
leading the freshman corps is 
New Vork native Deborah Carley. 
"I think she is the most talented 
heshman I've ever coached. She has 
the potential to lie the best player 
I've ever coached," Marvel said. 
Marvel praised her speed and her 
basic skills, calling her a "sparky" 
player and adding that she has a 
Hood chance of starting. 
Karen Tatum. who hails from 
\ew .Jersey, is expected to start at 
should !*• better than the one before, 
saying the team plays "more 
equitable games' near the 
beginning, moving on to stronger 
competition later in the season. 
Most of the opponents from last 
year's schedule return to play the 
Colonels this season, but the team 
will play them in a different order. 
The season begins with four 
games on the road, starting Sept, N 
at Appalachian Stale. In-line the 
lirsi home game against Miami 
University on Sept. 24. lie       .ml T .-«...   ........ -. , ..  .   i .   . ,    i ..   -.. ,ii ,   ,n .     .nwr-.uv     w    »-»t"pi.   £.t . 
Smith makes move to free safety 
By Mike Marsee 
Sports editor 
The Colonels' football team has 
moved     last    year's     leading 
quarterback   to   the   defensive 
secondary. 
This doesn't happen every day. 
but Pat Smith has jumped at the 
opportunity to step out of the 
limelight while still contributing to 
the team, though it will be from 
another position. 
Smith, a junior from Carrollton 
who majors in physical education 
and athletic training, led the 
Colonels in passing yards, 
completions and touchdown passes 
and also had three 100-yard plus 
passing games last year while 
platooning with Greg Parker, 
another junior. 
But. with the emergence of Mike 
Whitaker as the number one signal 
caller on opening day. Coach Roy 
Kidd found that the quarterback 
position wasn't big enough for the 
three of them. 
Kidd needed someone to shore up 
the secondary, and he said Smith 
was the only quarterback who could 
really contribute there, so Smith 
made the move to free safety. 
"That had to be a great sacrifice 
on that young man." Kidd said. 
Smith said the recommendation 
to move him to the defensive 
backfield came from defensive 
coordinator Jack I son. 
Smith had experience at defensive 
back, having made the Associated 
Press all-state second team twice in 
high school at that position in 
addition to being named 
quarterback on the all-conference 
team three times. 
"I like defense a lot better," 
Smith said of his playing preference. 
He said he has "more fun" on 
defense because he isn't under 
^constant scrutiny by fans and the 
press. 
"We're just tickled to death with 
his attitude," Kidd said. 
Smith said, "The team always 
comes first." He added that 
individual achievements are 
secondary to a good season for the 
team. 
Smith said he was ready to take 
on the challenge of his new position. 
"I'm so tired of practice," he said, 
adding that he waa almost never 
ready to play at quarterback. 
He also said the other players in 
the defensive backfield have 
responded well to his being there. Pat Smith 
Well, football fans, the moment 
you've been waiting for is upon us. 
Very soon, the Brat kickoff of the 
1985 Colonel football season will be 
flying over Hanger Field. 
For those of you not familiar with 
a football Saturday in Richmond, be 
it because you've never seen one or 
you simply don't remember it. what 
follows will be a rather short 
orientation. 
College football at the university, 
as is the case at schools around the 
land, is more than just a game. It 
is an event. An event that no self- 
respecting sports fan should miss. 
If you're driving in for the game, 
by all means come early. Regardless 
of the size of the crowd, parking is 
always a major hassle. So park it 
quick and settle into a seat for the 
band's pregame preformance. 
If you're already on the campus, 
you still have the entire morning to 
sleep in before you head for the 
stadium. A word to the wise - don't 
drive anywhere between noon and 
6:00 p.m. 
The next issue is where to sit. 
Paying customers have specific 
seats on thejr ticket stubs, and they 
can evict youlf you have their seat 
on the 60-yard line. You are now left 
with two choices. 
"The Hill." located behind the 
north goalpost, is the social center 
at each game, provided there is no 
mud. 
It's got plenty of room, no 
reserved seating, and its a great 
place to be with friends or lovers, to 
soak up sun, or to shout at your 
team, the other team or the officials. 
The view, however, is nothing to 
write home about. 
On the other hand, you can pull up 
a bleacher seat in the upper deck for 
a good overall view of the field, a 
cool autumn breeze and a little less 
congestion. It's not too bad if you 
can avoid, a nosebleed. 
At game time, if you're looking 
for the Colonels, they'll be the ones 
wearing maroon. That's one of the 
school colors, you know. 
On this particular Saturday, the 
opposition will be provided by the 
Akron Zips. Akron, 4-7 last year, ia 
a better team than the record 
indicates. This game will be no 
cakewalk. 
The Zips are expected to fill the 
air with footballs from a strong 
passing game, led by junior 
quarterback Vernon Stewart and 
senior wide receiver Willie da vis. 
The Colonels will start Mike 
Whitaker behind center and Fred 
Harvey at linebacker, but that's 
only  the  beginning.   Check  your 
Out 
in left field 
Mike Marsoe 
program. 
Both clubs could well be lacking 
in the secondary, so don't be 
surprised if the quarterbacks send 
people long all afternoon. 
After a decision has been reached, 
hang around the stadium and lioten 
to a bit more of the band while the 
traffic clogs the streets. Or walk. 
But do be careful aa you head for 
your favorite eating or drinking 
establishment. There are a lot of 
pedestrians and just aa many cars. 
Local law officials will of course, be 
out in force. 
By the way, for those interested. 
I do have a prediction for this game, 
but I'm not brave enough to put it 
in print. Maybe next time. 
• • • 
And now to answer the burning 
question in everyone's mind this 
week: what on earth is a Zip? 
According to the Akron football 
media guide, AU officials in 1926 
were looking for a name for their 
athletic teams. Suggestions were 
submitted by students, faculty and 
alumni, and the list waa trimmed. 
After a vote of the student body, 
the school's lettermen and local 
media and faculty representatives, 
the nickname "Zippers," an idea 
submitted by a freshman who 
received $10 for her efforts, was 
adopted. 
The nickname was baaed on the 
name of a pair of overshoes, and was 
shortened to Zips in 1950. 
The press guide said this change 
may have occurred "because of the 
opportunity for puns when the 
zipper became a popular addition to 
men's trousers." 
Now you kn«» 'h* facts. 
» • • 
On a more solemn note, we bid a 
fond farewell to former university 
administrator and coach Charles 
"Turkey" Hughes, who paased 
away earlier this week. 
Hughes waa synonymous with 
Colonel athletics for over 40 years, 
serving in numerous positions 
within the program, and he will be 
missed by many. 
God bless you. Coach Hughes. 
Fine Foods From 
The Orient 
Hours: 
Monday Thru ThurHday 11:30-9:30 
Friday & Saturday 11:30-10:00 
Carrv-Out Available   623-2652 
Location: 
Shopper's Village Shopping Center 
On The Eastern By-Pass 
jp> 
«i¥ 
Dorms receive 
summer work 
The Eastern Progress. Thursday, September 5. 1985  - 15 
By Jay Carey 
Managing editor 
New heavy-duty furniture was 
placed in O'Donnell Hall and new 
washers and dryers installed in 
Todd Hall as part of summer 
improvements to dormitories, accor- 
ding to Jeannette Crockett, dean of 
Student Life. 
Painting of individual rooms and 
hallways were the major 
improvements in three of the 
women's dorms, she said. 
Crockett said money for the im- 
provements came from outlaying 
capital set aside by the Board of 
Regents for improvements to the 
residence halls. 
The new furniture in O'Donnell 
Hall's lobby was expensive, but 
should withstand the everyday wear 
and tear the athletes give it. O'Don- 
nell houses the football team. 
"The trouble in O'Donnell is 
finding furniture the residents could 
use without there being abuse to it." 
she said. 
"Because of many of the clientele 
in that hall, we decided on heavy 
duty, modular block furniture that 
is seen in many high-traffic, heavy- 
abuse areas," Crockett said. 
"When you're talking about a 
250- to 275 -pound man sitting on a 
couch, and then two others sit down 
beside him. you're creating a great 
deal of strain on that piece of fur- 
niture," she said. 
"It took about S20.000 to bring it 
up to par and this is the last time 
we can afford to try it," she said. 
Crockett said that many Public 
Information photos of the football 
team have been placed in the lobby, 
and there are plans to replace these 
pictures with current ones after the* 
season. 
"We have equipped O'Donnell in 
a way that we hope the residents 
can instill pride in their hall." she 
Mad, 
In Todd Hall, "a lot of things had 
to be done that had not been in the 
past, such as preventive 
maintenance," Crockett said. 
Many doors were replaced, as 
were floor and ceiling tiles: there 
was substantial spot painting where 
needed and a "high priority was 
placed on the elevators." 
She said new washers and dryers 
were installed to replace the old ones 
and new furniture for the recreation 
Progress photo/Chris Niblock 
Todd Hall Director Jim Gay inspects new washers and dryers 
Crocket^ said Physical Plant 
workers were extremely cooperative 
over the summer and played a large 
part in the improvements, but "we 
just ran out of summer." 
In the women's dormitories, there 
room will be ordered tlMl'limHlM 'fT*three naU" m de8PeraU> need of 
"We will be ordering some f£j    P«"t">g. according to Crockett, 
niture for the rec room in time iwtSe    _ She said Martin Hall had not been 
furniture will be in place by the 
second semester." Crockett said. 
Sainted for seven years and Clay 
[all had gone 10 years without 
paint until this past summer.    ' 
Individual 'room painting in 
Bumham Hall was not completed 
until Aug. 30. she sairi 
"We had a problem with the 
company that took the bid." she 
said. "They defaulted. And our own 
Physical Plant had to come in and 
finish the painting." 
She   said   the   Burnham   Hall 
residents had a choice of moving to 
another room until their room was 
painted, moving to another 
residence hall or remaining in their 
room and receiving 24 hours notice 
prior to the time the room was to be 
painted. 
There was no estimate to the total 
cost of the improvements, according, 
to Chad Middleton. director of 
physical plant. 
Tedrow named housing coordinator 
< 
By Jay Carey 
Managing editor 
David Tedrow. 29. was named 
coordinator of housing June 1.' 
Tedrow replaced Mabel Criswell 
who retired last spring after serving 
as housing director for 11 years. 
According to Jeannette Crockett, 
dean of Student Life, a committee 
of herself. Lynn Whayne. and Dan 
Bertsos (both coordinators of 
residence hall programs), was 
formed to find a qualified housing 
director. 
Crockett said they were looking 
for a candidate with expertise in 
three areas of housing 
administra tion. 
First, a candidate needed working 
experience in student housing from 
all levels, she said. 
• "We have a large on-campus 
population here and we wanted 
someone who had experience with 
the number of students we have 
living here." Crockett said. 
Tedrow said he spent three years 
at Virginia Polytechnical Institute 
in    Blacksburg.    Va.,    as    the 
[coordinator for residents' life. He 
said about 9.000 students lived on 
enrus. 
^T3)e second area of expertise the 
:h committee felt was impor- 
was finding a person who had 
»rking knowledge of computers, 
ckett said. 
According to Tedrow. this time of 
the year is reportedly the busiest for 
the housing office, as his office has 
been cluttered with people all week. 
At 1 p.m. Tuesday, the housing 
office began accepting room 
changes and hundreds of people 
visited the housing office in the 
Jones Building. 
Tedrow, orginally from Winston- 
Salem, N.C.. graduated from Hill 
High School, in the Winston-Salem 
area, and received his 
undergraduate degree from Western 
Carolina University in Cullowhee, 
N.C.. in 1979. 
He received his master's degree 
from WCU in 1980. and began his 
career in col)egiate housing 
administration the following year. 
Tedrow said he spent the 1980-81 
school year as a hall director at 
Mary Washington College in 
Fredicksburg, Va. 
Betas' 
penalty 
revoked 
Progress staff report 
The university chapter of the 
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity is no 
longer on social probation. 
''They are in good standing with 
the university at this time," said Dr. 
Skip Daugherty. director of Student 
Activities and Organizations. 
The Betas were initially placed on 
probation for violations that 
occurred last year. 
At the time of the incident, John 
La Forge, the fraternity's president, 
would not give any details 
concerning the situation, but said 
that the group was in violation of 
university policy and that the 
situation had been corrected. 
According to Daugherty. the 
probation period ended last spring. 
Daugherty would give no specific 
dates for the probation period. 
fn an article in the Jan. 31, 1965 
issue of The Eastern Progress. 
Daugherty said his office placed 
sanctions against the group which 
were consistent with the nature of 
the violation. 
In the same article. Daugherty 
said the fraternity admitted guilt 
when confronted with the situation. 
If the group had pleaded innocent, 
a hearing before the 
Inter-Fraternity Council would have 
been held to determine guilt or 
innocence. 
Daugherty refused to comment on 
the nature of the penalties 
sanctioned during the probation 
period. 
"That's between the Betas and 
myself," he said. 
Attempts to contact members ol 
the fraternity for comment were 
unsuccessful. • 
-2he said the committee felt this 
jobit was important because in un- 
failing summers, the housing office 
plans to inform the students of their 
T|)om. box and phone numbers, let 
David Tedrow 
them know the home address of 
their future roommate, but also 
keep things private." 
"He might not have as much 
incoming knowledge of computers 
as we might like, but there is 
potential there," Crockett said 
about Tedrow. 
The third area of importance, 
according to Crockett, was that the 
new director should be able to 
"relate well with who they had to 
work with." 
She said she feels confident the 
committee made the right choice 
and had a positive feeling toward 
the job Tedrow has done so far. 
BANNED BOOKS WEEK- 
CELEBRATING 
THE FREEDOM TO READ 
SEPTEMBER 7-14.1985 
Co sponsored oy 
American Booksellers Association 
American L irjiary Association 
National Association ol College Stores 
Association ol American Publishers 
American Society ol 
Journalists and Authors 
Endorsed by The Center lor the Book 
Catcher in the Rye, 
Slaughter House Five, 
Our Bodies Ourselves, 
Of Mice and Men... 
are only a few of 
hundreds of books 
that have been 
challenged in 
libraries across 
the country. 
SOME PEOPLE CONSIDER 
THESE BOOKS DANGEROUS 
*MWWi««tiu (MCnOHMT* • TMf mCAi* *OU THttt 
Qao*n*iM.iM*amci •ounaows ujwivfb . IWA* 
ttCCSAOVENnMSMWONOEMLAM)* n*f f kOftCIBT •  IHJ 
CHOCOIATI WO • CATCH 72 • lO«0O* IM( n«8• OHOMMV 
A 
^UNIVERSITY 
iT BOOKSTORE 
Color Training 
Become a Personal Color Consultant 
Call Mrs. Spencer 
623-7710 
'Betty Ecu's 
I Hair fashions 
^and Tanning Salon 
"wt  flaltlrf *NtSJ(!Xlisti ixoJucU' 
623-3750    * 
By Appointment 
5th Street Office Building, Richmond 
tOPEN: Monday-Saturday, 8am-6pm 
^ — -,^i^nn————m ■■■— 
JUDO 
KARATE 
KUNG-FU 
Now Open 
New Classes Now Forniing 
In JUDO & TAE KWON DO 
MON.- THURS. 6:00-9:00 p.m. 
115-B Rice Ct. (Off Boggs Lane) 
ECONOMY DRUG 
College Park Shopping Center 
Mon.- Sat. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.. 
Phone^2*2336 
10      Percent      off      all 
prescriptions and non-sale 
merchandise with student 
We carry a Full Line of Contact Lens Care 
Dr. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
VISUAL ANALYSIS 
Contact lenses 
jjDaHy Wear - Extended Wear - Bifocals 
M 
Change the Color oi   IOUI  Eyes 
DAILY WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES 
AND  
COLORED EXTENDED WEAR LENSES 
• 
LAMBDA .VA 
CHI AAA 
ALPHA 
'WE WILLOHXOWNO XUSH FUNCOION 
BEFORE EfS OlME," 
B kinkes 
Your One-stop Copy Shop 
We're Expanding Our 
Range of Services for You! 
kinko's 
typesetting\ 
typing service 
resume 
rubber stamps 
binning - 
laminating 
NOW OFFERS 
self-serve typing 
business cards 
passport photos 
reductions 
enlargements 
AND MUCH MORE! 
- G Q Night     Tonight!!! |. Gutter's Mill 6 p.m. 8 p.m. 
Tailgate* Party    Saturday!!! Begiey ParVmgHitjf \Q a.m. 
University Shopping 
laatarn By 
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PRIDE to study 
elevators, pests 
By Amy Wolfford 
Newt, tili(or 
A residence hull p.-st control 
ichedule and ;in elevator damage 
reduction program were discussed 
■( the PRIDE iPromote Reduction 
und linprovemeni of Diiimiged 
Knvironmentsl conunittee'a August 
meeting. 
"'When materials are dumaged. 
I he only way to pay for it is to 
increase tuition." said Dr. Thomas 
Myers, vice president of Student 
Affairs. 
The PRIOR Committee is 
working to improve residence halls 
and cut down on the increasing cost 
of attending college, he said. 
Roaches are a problem which 
create a health hazard and a 
nuisance to students in residence 
halls. 
To combat this problem, the 
committee asked Dave Kelly, new 
director of Pest Control, to have a 
specific schedule for spraying 
dorms. 
Kelly said the schedule includes 
treating problem dorms during 
Thanksgiving and spraying all the 
dorms during Christmas. Spring 
lireak and summer vacation. 
'We now have three methods of 
controlling   (the   insects) jn   the 
summer,'' Kelly said. 
I'irst. the drawers are pulled out 
and dusted The rooms are then 
sprayed and finally the dorms are 
togged, according to Kelly. 
During the summer, the 
extermination process will be 
repeated without pulling out the 
drawers, he said. 
"This year is the only year we 
have done it two times." he said. 
Kelly said he thought repeating 
the process would l>e more effective. 
The roach population is not the 
only thing the PRIOR Committee 
wants to reduce. The reduction of 
elevator vandalism is also on the list 
of campus improvements. 
A program to reduce damage 
called "We're Counting on You" will 
soon be enacted by the committee 
to cut down on the problem. 
The program's goals are to 
educate. modify behavior, 
'communicate between university 
administrators and residents and to 
reduce vandalism in elevators on 
campus. 
Problems    concerning    trash 
chutes, windows and laundr\ rooms 
are also part of the committees H 
plan to improve campus living. 
"The committee brings together 
people from all areas interested in 
housing, directly or indirectly, no 
thut they can sit down and relate to 
one another and provide better 
living,    he said. 
Scrubbing up Progress eho,0/Rob Ca" 
As part of the university's cleanup process, the windows in the Powell Cafeteria got a washing 
from maintenance workers Charles Irvine, left, Jerry Newton and Buck Horn, all of Irvine, 
News capsule 
Hughes dead at 83 
Progress staff report 
Longtime university coach and 
administrator Charles Talton 
"Turkey" Hughes died Saturday at 
his home after a long illness at age 
H3.. 
Ifughes was at the university 
trom 1929 to 1972. serving as 
chairman of the Department of 
Health, Physical Kducation. 
Recreation and Athletics for 27 of 
those years. 
In addition, he was head coach of 
the baseball team for ■'!<) years and 
director of athletics for 2:1 years. 
While coaching the Colonels' 
baseball team, he won 350 games 
and eight Ohio Valley Conference 
championships. 
He also coached basketball, 
football, tennis and track while at 
the university. 
Turkey^ Hughes Field/home of the 
Colonel baseball team, was named 
in his honor in 1963. 
University athletic director Don 
Combs, whom Hughes hired as a 
part-lime swimming coach in 1966, 
said Hughes was a "fine and kind 
man." 
"He was. maybe, too nice a person 
to be. making decisions, that 
affected people's lives." Combs said. 
"Hut he always did it with 
integrity." 
Head baseball coach .Jim Ward 
said. "I had a great deal of respect 
and admiration for him as a person 
and a coach." 
Hughes was a native of 
Critlenden County and graduated 
from Klkton High School and 
Morton-Elliot Junior College »r.d 
I'rep School. 
He was one of only two four s|xir( 
lettermen at the University of 
Kentucky, earning III letters at 
Kentucky between 1922 and 192(> in 
baseball, basketball, football and 
truck. 
He was a member of the 
Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame 
and the OVC Hall of Fame. 
Hughes is survived by his wife. 
I'eugv. and two sons. Charles Jr. 
and Alan. 
Funeral services were held 
Tuesday at First I'resbvlerian 
Church in Kichmond wit h burial in 
the Kichmond Cemetery 
Ramey receives 
$14,000 grant 
Or. Barbara Kamey of the 
university's biological science 
department received a grant for 
$ 14.000 to study the effects of acid 
environments on the survival and 
growth of embryonic and juvenile 
freshwater fish. 
The Kentucky Water Resources 
Research Institute in l^xington is 
sponsoring the research because 
there is little data available on early- 
life stages of fish in acid 
environments. 
Banks receives 
Still fellowship 
The James Still Fellowship for 
support of Appalachian studies was 
granted to Dr. Alan Hanks of the 
university's Department of 
Anthropology, Sociology and Social 
Work. 
The research on the unionization 
struggles in the central Applachiun 
coalfields between 1917 and 1921 
and the part played by the Fuel 
Administration during and after 
World War I will be conducted by 
Hanks and James Foster at Kmory 
and Henry College. Virginia. 
Project to study 
family problems 
A grant of $53,683 was awarded 
to Dr. Carol Gabbard of the 
curriculum and instruction 
department for a project dealing 
with the problems of today's teen 
agers, single parents and 
homemakers. 
The aim of the project is to help 
people help themselves by providing 
training in parenting, basic skills 
such as math und science, and on- 
the-job experience. 
Harvey elected 
to association 
Art Harvey, assistant director of 
the university's Division of Career 
Development and Placement, was 
recently elected as the first 
president of the Southeastern 
Association* for School. College and 
University Staffing ISK ACUSi. 
SEACUS members are college 
placement officials and school 
personnel administrators from an 
eight- state region in the southeast. 
Special interest 
classes offered 
Two special interest courses in 
physical fitness will be offered 
through the Division of Special Pro- 
grams beginning in late September. 
Water fitness will be taught on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays beginning 
Sept. 24 and adult exercise on 
Wednesdays and Fridays beginning 
Sept. 25. 
For more information, contact the 
Division of Special Programs in the 
Perkins Building at 622-1444. 
Library hours 
set for semester 
Regular university library hours 
this semester are Monday through 
Thursday 7:45 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.. 
Friday 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.. Satur- 
day 10 a.m.to 5 p.m. and Sunday 2 
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. 
The late night study area is open 
from 10:30 p.m. until 1 a.m. Sunday 
through Thursday nights. 
Hobday schedules will be in effect 
Columbus Day, Thanksgiving and 
Christmas breaks. 
Co-op 
loses 
grant 
By Amy Wolf ford 
News editor 
The Department of Cooperative 
Education's three-year grant 
expired last Friday, eliminating 
three jobs that existed in the 
department. , 
Three years ago. the department 
was given a demonstration grant 
from the United States Department 
of Education for $850,000 to expand 
the co-op program. 
The positions of assistant director 
and job developer have been cut. 
"I think we have established with 
employers a reputation for 
excellence in co-op." said Kenneth 
Noah, director of the Division of 
Cooperative Kducation. 
"The growth may not be as rapid, 
but I think we will grow at a much 
lower rate." 
Because of the decrease in staff, 
the faculty coordinators will take 
over some of the extra duties. 
Noah, along with the faculty 
coordinators, will be "knocking on 
doors" themselves to make up for 
the loss of the job developers. 
"Maybe we can't provide all 
services at this lime, but I expect 
the quality of co-op to remain the 
same." Noah said. 
"We have never promised jobs, 
but only to put out effort," he said. 
Wendy Warner, career counselor 
for the department, will remain as 
"half-lime assistant director and 
half-time counselor." said Noah. 
VJiafnor said she will now handle 
■ffiore managerial and public 
relations duties. 
The clerical staff has not 
diminished. 
To compensate for the losses. 
Noah said a 30-minule video was 
made to answer basic questions 
about i imperative education. 
"The video tape will answer 
preliminary concerns of students, 
but there will still be time for one- 
on-one," said Noah. 
-The office space will be rearrang- 
ed "so we can more effectively do 
what the students expect." he said. 
This includes turning an office 
into a lounge for videos and 
brochures the division produces so 
students will feel more at home, he 
said. 
Warner said. "I want people to. 
know that co-op is still alive and we * 
still exist. •   1 
"We arc still of service to. 
students and employers are stilly 
interested in hiring." she said. 
OCEANFRONT TAN-IN 
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Captain D's 
a great little seafood place. 
1059 Berea Road, Richmond 
ALL 
YOU CAN EAT 
Country Style Dinner 
$439 French f r •< Col* Slaw 
Hulhpuppia* 3 
Deluxe 
"Shrimp Dinner 
$499 4 
■■■■■■■■■■■cur n» 
FISH & FRIES 
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I CUP THIS COUPON 
COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■■ ■ 
Two tender llsh fillets, 
natural cut (rench tries 
and 2 southern style hush 
puppies. 
Captain D's. 
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natural cut trench fries 
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COUPON ■■■■■■■■■■ 
Two tender fish fillets. 
natural cuf french fries 
and 2 southern style hush 
puppies 
Captain D's 
a f r.at 111 IU HUM put. 
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COUPON I 
NEED A CHURCH HOME 
1. 
Try Westside Christian 
Bennington Court Phone: 623-03132 
Fellowship 9:15-9:40 Sunday a.m. 
Sunday School 9:45-10:30 a.m. 
Worship 10:45 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. 
Charles Sieele 
624-1867 
Ministers 
Jack Whitaker 
986-9732 
Please call if transportation is needed. 
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Hall boards 
to hear cases 
(Continued from Page One) 
Development will now include work- 
ing more with people in the halls, 
but the responsibilities of the office 
will remain the same, said Allen 
Webster said his job went 
through some moderate changes 
because of the judicial boards. 
"The ./board helps me in running 
the residence hall. I'm not as much 
in the limelight in disciplinary mat- 
ters," he said. 
"./-boards give students the op- 
portunity to participate in self 
government and receive an educa- 
tional outcome," Allen said. 
Dr. Thomas Myers, vice president 
of Student Affairs, said, "It is good 
to see students judging other 
students in their own environment." 
Myers said he does not think 
students will receive less punish- 
ment now. 
"Over the past 20 years, I have 
watched students and find they are 
generally harder judging other 
si udents than the administration 
is," he said. 
Parsons said Dupree Hall's 
judicial board last spring ruled in a 
moderate, but educational, line. 
"The .1 hoard realized students 
tend to be too harsh, and that their 
decisions would be setting a stan- 
dard that would be carried out by 
future J-boards." Parsons said. 
Dan Bertsos. coordinator of 
Residence Hall Programming, said 
judicial boards can do personal 
things the administration can't do 
and sometimes make the punish- 
ment fit the crime better. 
"We, the adminstration, have to 
be consistent at .the university 
regulatory level; we can't meet some 
of the human needs," he said. 
"A judicial board helps people 
overcome personal problems and 
meet community standards in a 
special kind of way." he said. 
Parsons agreed that a personal 
element plays a key role in judicial 
boards. 
Students can express themselves 
in a more clear and precise manner 
in front of other students, said 
Parsons. 
"But when the hearing is over, 
you can't help wondering if you 
made the right decision for the in- 
dividual," said Parsons. 
If a student does not follow the 
decision handed down by the 
judicial board, the matter would be 
addressed by the board again, said 
Allen. 
If this does not work. Allen said 
the case would probably be referred 
to his office. 0 
He said he does not expect this 
problem to occur. 
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Co-ed dorm 
vote to occur 
Super scooper tnmfgjhotomob carr 
Buster Lynch, front, mixes cement while Eldon Stacey lays down 
the bricks for the new steps in front of the Wallace Building. 
Lynch and Stacy, both Physical Plant workers, reside in Richmond. 
Tedrow releases tripling figures 
By Jav Carey 
Managing- tfdftoY 
According to the latest statistics 
from the housing office, 165 men are 
tripled in 55 rooms in both Matto* 
and Keene Halls, but there are 310 
open spaces in the women's 
dormitories. 
David Tedrow. coordinator of 
housing, released the latest figures 
Tuesday evening after the first day 
of dorm-to-dorm room changes. 
Tedrow said the situation in the 
men's dorms looks better than it did 
last month because of nearly 200 
no-shows and late cancellations. 
As of Aug. 23. there were 327 
males tripled in 109 rooms in both 
Keene and Mattox Halls. 
As long as people continue to 
cancel, there will be less men tripled, 
but there is no immediate relief in 
sight, Tedrow said. 
'We tried to de-triple and I d like 
to be untripled. but as of this time. 
I'd have to say that anyone still 
tripled will be tripled the remainder 
of the semester." he said. 
Without tripling, the maximum 
number of male students the 
campus facilities can hold is 2.599. 
but there are currently 2,764 men 
living on campus. 
At one point, there were 411 male 
students over the capacity level- 
without tripling, according to 
Tedrow. 
He said there were 2.974 men 
EKU Wins by touchdown 
j^_        EKU Wins 
75C     £3Si*   25<t 
Bar B-que Specials and Mor« 
PARTY    with us    . MADISON GARDEN 
ANDERSON'S! 
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130 Main St. 
623-2300 
>> 
\ 
'the MANE place to he 
good for 
$2.00 off 
expires OCT. 1, 1985 
bring coupon and student I.D. 
I 
I 
4 
living in residential housing last fall, 
compared to only 2.764 this year. 
The'female population on can .IUS 
has dropped from 4.273 women at 
the beginning of the 1984 fall 
semester to the current number of 
3.765 females living on campus, 
Tedrow said. 
Collectively, there are 6.529 
students living on campus this fall 
as compared to 7.247 last fall. 
Tedrow  said  all  of  the  above 
figures do not include married and 
single housing in Brockton. 
Tedrow said room changes will be 
accepted on a first-come first-serve 
basis at the housing office through 
Sept. 20. 
After Sept. 20, all room changes 
will be made with a cooperative 
effort between the housing office 
and each administrator/counselor to 
insure that a student is not being 
harrassed into a room change. 
(Continued from Page One) 
Lynn Whayne, coordinator of 
residence hall programming, said 
some people see co-ed housing as an 
advantage and others see it as a 
disadvantage. 
"Depending on what we get, it we 
get it, we'll make rules to fit the 
situation." Hargadon said. 
A positive attribute for co-ed 
housing is that "males and females 
have a chance to develop strong 
relationships that are not like dating 
or in the classroom, but more 
relaxed like the business world." 
Whayne said. 
"But in a conservative area, 
attitudes of how co-ed housing is 
defined could cause controversy," 
she said. 
Open house hours and exact 
male/female living sectors could 
cause some debate. Whayne said. 
Those particular parts of the 
proposal was left vague in order to 
compensate for different interests, 
Hargadon said. 
"We want students, 
administration and faculty to work 
together to determine what's best 
for Eastern Kentucky University at 
this time." she said. 
Melissa King, RHA president, 
said: "I think it's a good proposal. 
The university needs to make itself 
more attractive to incoming 
freshmen." 
RHA has been investigating the 
possibilities of co-educational 
housing since the fall of 1982. she 
said. 
"We really got into it when we 
began to look into open house 
extension in the spring of 1983." 
said King. 
They continued work slowly on 
co-ed housing in order to 
concentrate on extending open 
house hours, she said. 
Debbie Isaacs, a former RHA 
representative, wrote to universities 
with established co-ed housing in 
the spring of 1984 to gather 
information. 
Hargadon took over last 
September, did research for an up- 
to-date  survey  of residents  and 
authored the proposal. 
Paul Webster, ad- 
ministrator/counselor of Dupree 
Hall, said, "I think that, just like 
open house, if students want more 
of it, they should have the 
opportunity to do so. 
"I think students each year show 
a marked increase in maturity level. 
Most students here, particularly 
upperclassmen. could handle the 
responsibility," he said. 
Some students live in apartments 
next door to members of the 
opposite sex during the summer and 
are already exposed to living in this 
type of environment, he said. 
Webster said he was not sure 
students at the university really 
wanted co-educational housing. 
He also said that dorms like 
Tel ford with suites lend themselves 
more to co-ed dorms than other 
dorms do. 
David Tedrow, director of 
Housing, said he is in support of 
co-educational housing at the 
university. 
He said the number of women 
upperclassmen living in residence 
halls has decreased this year, but he 
did not think co-ed residence halls 
would bring them back to campus. 
They have a separate set of rules 
and regulations. increased 
responsibilities and a different kind 
of learning environment off campus 
that they might not be willing to 
give up. Tedrow said. 
CSA members are Thomas 
Myers. J. Howard Allen, Jeanette 
Crockett. Dan Bertsos, Lynn 
Whayne. Skip Daugherty, David 
Tedrow, Calvin Tolar, Ken Kearns, 
Donna I.ambers. Melissa King, 
Mary Helen Ellis. Fred Gibbs. 
Herbert Vescio and George 
Nordgulen. 
The co-educational housing vote 
by the CSA is scheduled for 
Thursday, Sept. 12. 
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